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FAaJLTY BYIAWS
ARTICLE I
GENERAL GOVERNANCE

Section 1.
As stated in the Trustee Bylaws, the Faculty m1y adopt for its own government such princi-

ples and bylaws as shall seem desirable to prarote efficiency and to facilitate its work,
provided, however, that all such bylaws and principles shall be subject to the rules,
regulations, and requirements as set forth by the Board of Trustees or from time to time
as changed by such Board, and provided further that such bylaws and principles set forth
by the Faculty shall not be in violation of the constitution or bylaws of this corporation
or any la-w of the State of Florida. The records of the Faculty's deliberations and
minutes of its meetings shall be open for inspection.
Section 2.
The standards set forth by the .American Association of University Professors as published
in MUP Policy Documents and Reports, 1977 edition, when not in conflict with the College
Charter, Trustee Bylaws, and these Bylaws, shall be binding on m1tters of academic freedom,
appointments, tenure, faculty responsibi..lity and accountability.

ARTICLE II
FAaJLTY
MEMBERSHIP AND SUFFRAGE
Section 1.
The following shall comprise the Faculty of Rollins College, shall have the right to
attend faculty meetings, to vote on all m1tters pertaining to the Faculty, and unless
otherwise specified in these Bylaws, shall possess all the usual rights and privileges
accorded faculty members:
A.

Teachers serving full-time under academic appointments at the rank
of instructor and above; and administrative persormel of like rank.

B.

Librarians of faculty rank.

C.

Athletic coaches of faculty rank.

D.

Administrative and executive officers of the College with faculty rank.
These officers shall not acquire faculty tenure by virtue of their
administrative or executive offices.

E.

Teachers appointed to part-time positions shall have the right to
attend faculty meetings but shall not have the right to vote.
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F.

Teachers serving in full- time off- campus positions on an annual contract
who are teaching regularly scheduled classes as a part of the Rollins
curriculum for which credit is given toward a degree shall be considered
voting members of the Faculty.

Section 2.
For administrative purpose the Rollins Faculty is divided into three School Faculties:
The Arts & Sciences Faculty, The Cn..IDIIer Graduate Business Faculty, and The Education
and Human Development Faculty. The following shall canprise the Faculty of each School,
shall have the right - to attend the School's faculty meetings, and unless otherwise
specified in these Bylaws, shall possess all the usual rights and privileges accorded
faculty members.
A.

Teachers serving full-time under academic appointments in the School at
the rank of instructor or above; and administrative personnel of like
rank.

B.

A~strative and executive officers with faculty rank in the School.
These officers shall not acquire faculty tenure by virtue of their
administrative offices .

C.

Athletic coaches with faculty rank in the School.

D.

Teachers serving in full-time off-campus positions on an annual contract
who are teaching regularly scheduled classes as a part of the School's
curriculum for which credit is given toward a degree shall be considered
voting members of the School Faculty.

E.

A librarian with faculty rank shall be designated by the Library Faculty
to attend the School's faculty meetings for the purpose of liaison, but
shall not have the right to vote.

ARTICLE III
FACULTI RESPONSIBILITIES, RIGHTS AND DUTIES
Section 1.

Academic Authority and Responsibility

Under the authority vested in the Faculty by the Board of Trustees, the Faculty shall be

responsible for providing a program of instruction of high quality for the students of
Rollins College, including those enrolled in its three Schools and in the Patrick Air
Force Base Branch. Each Faculty shall be responsible for the proper functioning of sound
academic procedures within its School.
A.

Each Faculty shall prescribe the qualifications for admission of
students to the School and to all its programs of instruction.

B.

Each Faculty shall be responsible for devising and approving a
curriculum of studies for its instructional programs.
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C.

Each Faculty shall establish sound academic requirements for the
pursuit of these studies.

D.

Each Faculty shall prescribe the attainments requisite for graduation
in its progtarri.s and shall naninate and reccmnend to the Board of
Trustees candidates for all degrees and for all other diplanas to be
issued on the satisfactory canpletion of courses of study.

Section 2.

Co-curricular Authority and Responsibility

A.

The Faculty shall pranote the welfare of those tmder instruction
and shall have the responsibility for the maintenance of good
order and discipline within the student body. Recognizing the desire
of students to participate responsibly in their own governrra1t, the
Faculty provides students the opporttmity to enhance their education
outside of the classroan by governing themselves according to the
governance documents of the Rollins Student Associations .

B.

The Rollins Student Associations may adopt for their own goverrunent
such constitutions, bylaws, and codes of conduct as they shall deem
desirable to prorrote efficiency and facilitate their work, provided,
however, that such docunents shall be subject to the rules, regulations, and requirements set forth by the Faculty and shall not be in
violation of the Rollins Faculty Bylaws, the Charter or Bylaws of
Rollins College, or any law of the State of Florida. The records
of the Rollins Student Associations and minutes of all meetings
shall be open for inspection .

Section 3.

The College Calendars

A Faculty shall fix the calendars for its academic programs . Ccmnencernent, the day of
conferring degrees, shall be during the last week of May or t..l-ie first week of Jtme .
A Faculty may recarrnend at any time to the Executive Corrrnittee of the Board of Trustees
a change in the time of a ccmnencement.
Section 4.

Election of Camri.ttees

The Rollins Faculty and the three School Faculties shall elect such camri.ttees as are
deemed necessary to carry out their responsibilities and shall have the right to
delegate sane of their authoribJ to those corrmittees.
Section 5.

Final Authority

The final authority in all matters corning within the jurisdiction of the Faculty shall
rest in the Faculty . The final authority of the Faculty is subject to the following
regulations:
A.

The President of the College has the po;,;rer of veto. If the President
vetoes a measure passed by the Rollins Faculty, he/ she shall present
his/her reasons to the Faculty .

B.

Should any measure so vetoed be reconsidered and passed again by the
Faculty, enforcement of the measure shall stand suspended tmtil decided by the Board of Trustees .
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C.

When the Board of Trustees is required to consider a measure, the
Chair of the Council on Administration and Budget shall request
the Faculty to elect three representatives who shall be charged with
presenting the Faculty's views to the Board .

D.

The Executive Carrnittee of the Board of Trustees, exercising its
customary powers of acting for the Board between regular meetings,
shall be requested by the President of the College or by the
Chair of the Council on Administration and Budget to meet as soon
as practicable.
ARTICLE N
MEETINGS OF TI-IE FACULTY

Regular and special meetings of the Rollins Faculty are attended by the Faculty
as defined in Article II, Section 1. Administrative officers without faculty rank
may attend meetings but shall not have the right to vote. Student representatives
may attend meetings to observe the proceedings or make reports if they have the permission of the presiding officer.
Section 1.

Regular Meetings

There shall be a regular meeting of the Rollins Faculty prior to the October,
February and May meetings of the Board of Trustees.
Section 2.

Special Meetings

Special meetings of the Faculty may be called by the President of the College, or
in his/her absence, by the Provost. A special Faculty meeting shall be called by
the President as soon as practicable upon receipt of a written petition signed by
one-third of the Faculty or upon receipt of a written request fran a majority of
the elected rnanbers of either the Council on Administration and Budget or the
Council on Academic Policies and Standards.
Section 3.

Quorum

A quorum for a meeting of the Rollins Faculty shall consist of a simple majority of
the voting merrbers of the Faculty for any given term.
Section 4 .

Rules of Order

Robert's Rules of Order, when not in conflict with these Bylaws, shall be used as
authority for the conduct of meetings of t.rie Faculty and its Councils . At its
meetings, the Faculty is served by a parliamentarian appointed for a term of three
years by the Council on Administration and Budget.
ARTICLE V

COUNCIL ON ALl-'ITNISTRATION AND BurcET
Section 1.

Merrbership

The membership of the Council shall consist of the President of the College, the Provost,
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the Vice-President for Business and Finance, the Vice-President for Development and
College Relations, four elected rrernbers from the School of Arts & Sciences Faculty, one
elected rnerrber frc:m each of the other School Faculties and one elected member from the
Library.
Section 2.

Tenns of Office

The elected members of the Council shall serve three-year tenns. Their tenns of office
shall be staggered so that approximately one- third of the elected membership changes
each year.
Section 3.

Responsibilities and Duties

The Council consults on matters relating to the general administrative policies of
Rollins College and on matters relating to the College budget.
A.

The Council reviews the structure of administrative responsibilities and
advises on the establishment of new administrative positions and the
elimination of unnecessary ones . The Council advises on the evaluation
and professional development of administrators.

B.

The Council advises on policies relating to important services of the
College such as, but not restricted to, the administrative computing and
data processing services, central word-processing service, book.store,
food service, campus safety, physical plant, purchasing, and personnel.

C.

The Council participates in short and long range planning and recarrnends
priorities regarding institutional research.

D.

The Council advises on priorities in funding on-going programs and
operations, including faculty compensation, and advises on funding capital
projects.

E.

The Council sets the agenda for and convenes all regular meetings of the
Rollins Faculty. The Council appoints a parliamentarian for a three-year
tenn of office .

F.

The Council acts as a nc:minating connri.ttee for all elected positions to
both Councils or may delegate' to a School the responsibility of nc:minating
candidates for election to vacant positions.

G.

The Council has the responsibility, should any question of meaning arise,
to interpret these Bylaws, the actions of the Councils or the actions of
the Faculty subject to the restrictions set down in Article III, Section 5
of these Bylaws.

Section 4.

Vacancies

Should a vacancy occur arrx::>ng the elected rnerrbers of the Corneil, the body represented
by the retiring member shall fill the vacancy at its next regular meeting.
Section 5.

Procedures

Each year the Council shall elect a Chair fran arrx::>ng its elected Faculty representatives.
The Chair of the Council or his/her designate shall also chair meetings of the Rollins
Faculty. The Corneil shall elect fran arrx::>ng its members a Secretary who shall also
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serve as Secretary for all meetings of the Rollins Faculty . Minutes of all meetings
of the Council shall be kept as shall minutes of all meetings of the Faculty. The
President of the College shall call the first meeting of the Council each academic
year and shall establish a schedule of regular Council meetings.
Section 6.

Authority

The Chair of the Council on Administrative and Budget policy shall report to the
Rollins Faculty any important decisions on deliberations, and the Chair shall file
an annual written report in the Office of the President. Unless otherwise stated in
these bylaws, the Council shall determine its c:wn procedures.
ARTICIE VI
COUNCIL ON ACADEMIC POLICIES AND STANDARDS
Section 1.

Membership

The membership shall consist of the Provost, four elected representatives £ran the
School of Arts & Sciences, one elected representative £ran each of the other Schools,
and one elected representative £ran the Library.
Section 2.

Terms of Office

The elected members of the Council shall serve three-year terms . Their terms of office
shall be staggered so that approximately one-third of the elected membership changes
each year.
Section 3.

Duties and Responsibilities

The Cotmcil shall advise the Provost and the Rollins Faculty on matters relating to the
general educational policies of the College. It shall advise on the consonance of all
programs with the mission of the institution.
A.

A Task Force on Library Policy, canposed of sCITie Council members plus
other faculty and officers of the administration, meets with the Director
of Libraries to advise on matters of library policy and reccxrmend on the
allocation of the purchasing budget among the Schools and their academic
programs.

B.

A Task Force on Canputer Services, canposed of sane C0tmcil members plus
other faculty and officers of the administration, meets with the Director
of Canputer Services and advises on matters of academic computer service
policy.

C.

A Task Force on Faculty Research, canposed of sane Cotmcil members plus
other faculty and officers of the administration, meets with the Provost
to determine policies, procedures and budgets affecting faculty research .

D.

The Council members, with the exception of the Provost, serve as a collegewide evaluation carrnittee as described in Article VIII, Section 4,
paragraph E.
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E.

Section 4.

The Council shall act as a judicial body, under procedures outlined
in the MUP Policy Docunents and Reports , vmen serious or recurring
canplaints are brought against a mernber of the Faculty. The Council
shall reccmnend action to the President of the College. ~Jhen the
Council is called upon to act as a judicial body any council member
may ask to be excused fran the proceedings for personal reasons . No
rrore than two faculty members of the Council may be excused fran the
judicial body by request of the subject(s) of the judicial proceedings.
All excused Council menbers are to be replaced by alternates elected
by the bodies 'Which they represent. The Provost participates in
judicial sessions as a non-voting member.
Vacancies

Should a faculty vacancy occur, the body represented by the retiring member shall fill
the vacancy at its next meeting.
Section 5. Procedures
The Council shall elect a Chair £ran am:mg its elected faculty representatives.
A Secretary elected by the Council fran am:mg its members shall keep minutes of the
meetings. The Provost shall be responsible for calling the first meeting of the
academic year and for establishing a schedule of meetings for the full Council. The
Chair of the Council shall call meetings of the college-wide evaluation cannittee.
Section 6.

Authority

Either the Provost or the Chair of the Council shall report to the Rollins Faculty
any important decisions or deliberations and the Chair shall submit an annual written
report to be kept on file in the Office of the Provost. Unless otherwise stated in
the Bylaws, the Council shall detennine its own procedures.
ARTICLE VII
OFFICERS OF ALMINISTRATION
(This Article is to be revised and amended by the Faculty during the fall of 1982- 83.)
A..~TICLE VIII
FACUL'IY EVALUATION
Section 1.

Faculty Evaluation Comnittees

A. Duties, Powers, and Responsibilities
(1) Every member of the faculty shall be subject to review by an
evaluation carnri.ttee, which shall be responsible for assisting
in the professional development of each member of the faculty.
The Corr.mittee shall meet at least annually for the evaluation
of non- tenured faculty .
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Tenured faculty shall be subject to a periodic evaluation
as described in Section 5. Additional evaluation of tenured
faculty members may be requested by the Provost, by the
Dean of the Schooi or Director of the Libraries, by a majority
of the comni ttee members , or by the faculty member to be
evaluated.
(2) Each Faculty Evaluation Comnittee shall make reccmnendations
according to procedures outlined in Section 4 on matters
relating to faculty reappointment, prom::>tion, tenure and
merit salary increases. Recorrrnendations for improving professional effectiveness shall be made directly to the faculty
member evaluated.
B.

Menbership
Each evaluation cc:mnittee shall consist of at least four faculty members.
One merrber, who 'shall be appointed by the Provost from a list of at least
three nominees prepared by the department or school, shall be fran outside
the candidate 's school or division whichever applies. Each school faculty
shall be responsible for the canposition and selection procedures for the
remainder of the evaluation corrmi.ttee in keeping with guidelines established by MUP Policy Documents and Reports.

Section 2.
A.

B.

Authority
Faculty Appointments
(1)

All faculty appointments shall be made by the President upon recarrnendation of the Provost and the Dean of the School or Director of
Libraries in which the appointment is to be made. The Dean or Director
shall not teccmnend the appointment of anyone of whom a majority of
the members of the appointee's department or school (whichever applies)
disapproves .

(2)

If a new appointment nn.ist be made when a majority of the rnerrbers of
the department or school cannot be consulted, the dean or director
may recannend no rrore than a one-year tenn appointment.

Tenns of Appointment
The tenns and conditions of every appointment to the faculty wi 11 be
stated or confinned in writing, and a copy of the appointment document
will be supplied to the faculty member . Any subsequent extensions or
modifications of an appointment, and any special understandings, will be
stated or confirmed in writing and a copy will be given to the faculty
member.
Except for faculty members who have tenure status, every person with a
teaching or research appointment of any kind will be infonned each year
in writing of 'his/her appointment and of all matters relative to his/her
eligibility for the acquisition of tenure.
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C.

D.

E.

Faculty Reappointments and Tenure
(1)

Reappointments shall be made by the President only with the
approval of a majority of the members of the evaluation
carmittee and after review by the Provost and the appropriate
Dean or Director. All appointments and reappointments made
during a faculty member's probationary period are tenninal
appointments for not roore than three years .

(2)

The probationary period for tenure for faculty rnembers shall
not be less than four years nor roore than seven years , unless
the candidate has had at least four years full time teaching
at other senior college level institutions. In the latter
case, the probationary period shall be not less than three
years nor roore than four years, even if the total full-time
service in the profession thereby exceeds seven years; the
tenns of such extension will be stated in writing at the ti.Ire
of initial appointment. Scholarly leave of absence for one
year or less will count as part of the probationary period
as if it were prior service at another institution, unless the
individual and the institution agree in writing to an exception
to this provision at the ti.Ire the leave is granted.

(3)

Tenure may not be awarded or denied until the candidate has
canpleted the m:i.ninun probationary period. The faculty rnember
shall only be considered for tenure upon his/her request and
upon submission of docunentation supporting his/her request.
The Board of Trustees, upon recorrmendation by the President,
may grant exceptions to the rninirm.m duration of the probationary period, but only in unusual circumstances. Appointment to tenure shall be made by the Board of Trustees only
after the President and a majority of the evaluation cormtl.ttee
have so recarrnended .

Faculty Pranotions and Salary Detenninations
(1)

The evaluation carmittees, the Provost, and the appropriate
Dean or Director shall review faculty rank of both tenured and
non-tenured faculty, and shall make reccmnendations concerning
pranotions to the President. Pranotions in faculty rank up to
and including associate professor shall be made by the President of the College; pranotion to the rank of professor shall
be made by the Board of Trustees and upon the recorrmendation
of the President .

(2)

Each school shall develop criteria and procedures for recornnendations concerning merit increases to the President. The
President shall detennine faculty salaries on an annual basis.

Retirement
(1) Prior to July 1, 1982, nonnal and mandatory retirement is defined
as the last day of the academic year in which age 65 is attained.
Effective July 1, 1982, normal retirement age is defined as the last
day of the academic year in which age 65 is attained . Mandatory
retirement is effective the last day of the academic year in
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(2)

Section 3.
A.

which age 70 is attained. A faculty member may be retained
beyond this age, on annual appointment at the discretion of
the Presieent after consultation with the Provost and with the
approval of a majority of members of the appropriate department.
Exceptions to these requirements may be granted by the Board
of Trustees Ul)on reconrnendation by the President and with prior
approval of the Provost and a majority of the appropriate department.
When a faculty member is eligible for retirement, he/she shall
be notified by September 1 of the previous year whether he/ she
is to be retired or receive annual appointment. He/ she shall be
so notified by the President after consultation as described in (1).

Criteria for Evaluation
General Criteria
Each school shall develop criteria for faculty reappointment, pramtion,
granting of tenure, and merit salary increases. They shall be used
whenever possible as guidelines to determine whether a faculty member's
mrk and professional contribution have been consonant with the requirements or expectations assumed contractually when joining the faculty, or
afterward; the expected perfonnance of nonnal work load activities; and
the expected assumption of responsibilities in addition to the nonnal
work load. In all evaluations, teaching effectiveness shall take
precedence over all other criteria. Where possible this criterion shall
be partially evaluated by use of anonymous student forms. Other criteria
shall include advising; professional adjustment; comnittee work; research,
writing, publication, and perfonnance; professional advancement; professional societies; honors; corrmunity service and public relations;
significant prograII1 development; and other faculty activity. Given a
variety of duties and services perfonned by the faculty, all stated
criteria, other t..han teaching effectiveness, ~.a.y not apply to each person
or may not apnly in the same order of importance for each faculty member.
Each school shall detennine how these criteria shall be defined, measured,
and applied in facultv evaluation. Definitions and procedures shall be
enumerated in school by-laws; standards of measurement must be submitted
for approval to the Council on Academic Policies and Standards as set
forth in Section L~ E.

B.

Specific Criteria for Prarotion
It is the ~ressed intent of College
as provided below for instructors who
to be regarded as autoriatic, but that
strated by all apnlicable activities.
in accord with the criteria described
1.

policy that no pranotion, except
receive t..he tenninal degree, is
it must be earned by merit deo::mPrO!:lOtions in rank shall be made
below.

Prarotion to Assistant Professor

For persons ET.lployed at the initial rank of in.structor pending attainment
of the terminal dep:-ree nranotion to the rank of assistant professor will
be autanatic unon their receiving the teminal degree provided they neet
all other criteria for reapnoint:ment.
Instructors who have not received the doctorate or the tenninal degree
in the anpropriate field may be nranoted to assistant professor only if
the evaluation corrrnittee and the Dean or Director conclude that all
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criteria for reappointment have been met and that the individual's
continued employment is justified by exceptional conditions, such as
the following:
(a)

The individual's contribution to the College has been outstanding:

(b)

If applicable, progress on the tenninal degree is significant
enough so that this degree will be awarded within a year .

2.

Prarotion to Associate Professor

Persons holding the rank of assistant professor may apply for prarotion
to the rank of associate professor after a minimum of four (4) years
full-time teaching in a senior institution at the assistant professor
level, of which at least two (2) years have been at this institution.
If the Dean or Director and the evaluation carrnittee believe that the
individual's contribution to the College, professional growth and
potential warrant the prarotion, then upon their reccmnendations to the
President and the concurrence of the Provost, the pranotion may be granted.
Only in exceptional cases will pranotion to the rank of associate professor be considered for individuals not holding the tenninal degree in
the appropriate field or not having canpleted the minimt.m nurrber of years.
These exceptional cases will be detennined by each department of the
College or other school faculty in consultation with the appropriate
Dean or Director.
3.

Pranotion to Professor

Faculty rnenDers with the tenninal degree in the appropriate field
holding the rank of associate professor may apply for prorootion to
professor, after a rnin:irrn.lm of five (5) years full-time experience in
a senior institution at the rank of associate professor, of which at
least three (3) years have been at this institution. The Board of
Trustees, upon reccmnendation by the President, may waive these minimum
durations, but only in exceptional circumstances.
For pranotion to the rank of professor, the individual must receive
the recorrrnendations of the evaluation corrmittee, the Dean or Director,
and the Provost to the President; and the President's reccmnendation
to the Board of Trustees. The criteria for such pranotions shall be the
same as those for reappointment and tenure, with the additional sti~ulation that the cancliaate has earned the distinction of the rank of
professor by means of scholarly publication or comparable professional
achievement, as defined by each school's by-laws.
Associate Professors who have fulfilled the other criteria for pranotion, but who have not distinguished themselves by scholarly publication,
may, in exceptional cases, be reccmnended for pranotion to Professor
if the evaluation comnittee concludes that the promotion is justified
because the individual's contribution to the college, especially in
teaching, has been outstanding.
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Section 4 . Procedures
A. Each school shall establish by-laws which provide for appropriate
procedures for faculty evaluation for reappointment, tenure,and
prOJIDtion. Arrong other provisions, each school should require the
Dean or Director to supply the ccmnittee with all pertinent information regarding candidates. The chainnan of the ccmnittee shall
be charged with soliciting infonnation and reccrnnendations fran
various sources such as faculty members and students within the
school or department. The candidate shall be required to provide
a statement of professional accanplishments and plans relevant to
the evaluation.
B. (1) Evaluation carmittees shall prepare a report and recorrrnendations
which must be submitted to the appropriate Dean or Director by
February 1 on first reappointment, by October 15 on second reappointment, and by April 1 of the preceding year on third and subsequent
reappointments. At this time, all recorrmendations concerning decisions of reappointment, prOJIDtion, and the granting of tenure must
be submitted to the appropriate Dean or Director.
(2) The Dean or Director must review the evaluation and if he/ she
cop.curs forward said recarrnendation to the Provost by February 15 on
first reappointrnent, by November 15 on second reappointment, and by
May 1 of the preceding year on third and subsequent reappointments.
Reccmnendations for prOJIDtion to any rank other than Professor shall
cane tmder the May 1 deadline. The Dean or Director shall forward by
May 1 recarmendations for tenure or prOJIDtion to Professor to the
Council on Academic Policies and Standards as outlined in paragraph E
below. If the Dean or Director dissents £ran the recorrmendation of
the Evaluation Corrmittee, he/she must indicate said dissent in writing
and must meet with t.l-ie Evaluation Comnittee to discuss said dissent
within 7 days for a first reappointment and lL1- days for a second and
subsequent reappointments.
C. The Provost shall submit the recarrnendations of the School together
with his/her recarrnendations to the President of the College in time
for the President to reply by the deadlines set forth in paragraph D.
If the Provost does not concur with the recorrmendation of the School,
he/she must state the grotmds of said dissent in detail in writing
and must meet with the Dean or Directo.c and Evaluation Ccmnittee
according to the procedure of the School, within 7 days for first
reappointrnents and 14 days for the second and subsequent reappointments.
D. The President shall notify each candidate of reappointment or nonreappointment during the probationary period. Regardless of the
stated tenn or other provisions of any appointments, written notice
that a probationary appointment is not to be renewed will be given to
a faculty member in advance of the appointment expiration, as follows:
(1) Not later than I",arch 1 of the first academic year of service if
the appointment expires at the end of that year; or if a one-year
appointment tenninates during an academic year, at least three mmths
in advance of its termination:
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(2) Not later than December 15 0£ the second academic year of
service if the appointment expires at the end of that year; or,
if an initial two-year appoint:I!lent terminates during an academic
year, at least six m:mths in advance of its tennination:
(3) At least twelve m:mths before the expiration of an appointment
after two or more years of service at the institution.

Notice of non-appoiptment to tenure shall be in writing by September 1
of the final probationary year. In all cases failure to notify a
candidate by these dates shall constitute automatic reappointment for
one year.
The institution will noll!lally notify faculty members in writing of
the terms and conditions of their renewals by March 15, but in no
case will such infonnation be given later than April 15.
E.

Recarrnendations for tenure and prorootion to Professor shall be submitted to the Council on Academic Policies and Standards by M.ay of the
calendar year prior to appropriate action.
Meeting without the Provost, the C.A.P.S. serves as a college-wide
evaluation comnittee which reviews evaluation procedures and recanmendations to detennine whether a candidate for tenure or pranotion
to Professor has ffi:=t the evaluation criteria specified bv his/her
mllea2Ues . No member of the C. A. P. S. may participate in the review
of recarrnendations made by evaluation ccmnittees of which he/she is
a member.
The C.A.P.S. shall require each School to submit for its approval a
statement of evaluation criteria and standards. These statements should
not conflict with the general criteria stated in Article VIII but should
specify the nature, quantity and recency of "Research, Writing,
Publication and Perfonnance" -- set forth in each school's by-laliilS -deemed sufficient to justify recorrrnending tenure or prorrotion to
Professor. Statements may also include criteria specific to a particular discipline and therefore not ffi:=ntioned in the general criteria.
The C.A.P.S. shall send its report to the Provost by May 22.
cation shall be made to each candidate at that time.

Notifi-

The Provost shall submit these recarrnendations together with his/her
reccmnendations to the President of the College by June 15.
F.

(1) Any candidate may appeal the final -r:ecorrmendations of the
evaluation ccmnittees to the Faculty Evaluation Review Cc:mnittee
within fifteen days after receipt of the final evaluation report.
This corrmittee shall consist of four faculty members elected at
large fran a list of nominees prepared by the Council on Academic
Policies and Standards at the Fall Tenn faculty meeting. Additional
nominees may be made fran the floor. Members of the Faculty Evaluation
Review Corrmittee shall serve staggered tenns of two years. The faculty
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shall also elect two faculty members to serve as alternate members of
the Faculty Evaluation Review Comnittee . The alternate members shall
replace any regular member who may resign before the expiration of the
two year tenn.
(2) No member of the Faculty Evaluation Review Comnittee may
participate in an appeal action concerning an evaluation comnittee to
which the member belonged or an appeal fran the member' s own department.
In such cases, the member must resign and be replaced by an alternate
until the appeal has been concluded. Should rrore than two members or
alternate members resign, the Faculty shall hold a special election
to fill the vacancies.
(3) The Review Comnittee shall examine the procedures which were
followed in the evaluation process to detennine if they were in keeping
with the by-laws of the school of the candidate, these by-laws, and
the standards established in MUP Policy Documents and Reports, 1977
edition. It is not within the purview of the Review Comnittee to
examine the substantive questions raised in the evaluation process
which must reside within the candidate's own evaluation carmittee.
The Review Carmittee shall then send its recorrmendations along with
those of the evaluation corrmittee to the President. A copy of the
recc:mnendations of the Review Coornittee must be presented to the
candidate by February 1, or, in the case of first appointment , by
February 15.
(4) !my candidate may appeal the decision of the President to the
Faculty Evaluation Review Corrmittee, which, in turn, will report its
deliberations to the President who shall reconsider the initial decision
in light of the recorrrnendations of the Review Corrmittee. In a case
involving disagreement between the candidate's evaluation cormri.ttee and
the President, the Review Comnittee may consider both procedural and
substantive questions in its recarrnendations to the President .
Section 5.

Evaluation of Tenured Faculty

Faculty Evaluation Comnittees are charged with the responsibilities of encouraging
improved teaching and continued professional growth for all members of the faculty.
In keeping with this obligation, each school must specifiy in their by-laws periodic
evaluations of tenured faculty members. The primary purpose of continued assessment
shall be to encourage tenured merrbers of the faculty to reappraise their performances
in search of greater effectiveness and to assist them in the identification and
correction of any deficiencies. Should the corrmittee detect deficiencies which are
particuJarly significant or find that a tenured faculty member is in extraordinary
need of assistance, it may initiate the evaluation proceedings at any time in the
manner prescribed in Article VIII, Section 1, A (1) .
:
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ARTICLE IX

METI-IOD OF N1ENDOC BYI.AWS
These Bylaws, or any provision thereof, may be abrogated or amended at any meeting
of the Faculty by a two-thirds vote of the Faculty present and voting, providing
that notice 7 days prior to the meeting shall contain a copy of the proposed amendment or amendments. The amendment ultimately made need not be in the exact fonn
in which it was sent to each member as above provided, but rrnJSt deal with the same
subject matter . It shall be t..l-ie responsibility of the Secretary of the Faculty to
camn..micate all revisions of these Bylaws to the Board of Trustees.
ARTICLE X
AT..TI'HORI1Y

These Bylaws supercede all Faculty Bylaws approved prior to February, 1981 .

ROLLINS COLLEGE
BYLAWS OF THE FACULTY OF THE COLLEGE

ARTICLE I
GENERAL GOVERNANCE
These Bylaws (hereinafter referred to as "the Rules") define the governance
system for the Faculty of the College. These Rules are issued under the
authority of the Bylaws of the College. The Faculty of the College may adopt
for its own governance such bylaws as shall seem desirable to promote
effectiveness and efficiency, provided however that all such bylaws shall be
subject to the Bylaws of the College and to policies issued by the Rollins
College Board of Trustees.
ARTICLE II
MEMBERSHIP AND SUFFRAGE
The voting membership of the Faculty of the College includes all full - time
lecturers, instructors, assistant professors, associate professors, and
professors, who are appointed to academic departments of the College and whose
primary responsibility is to teach in the College . In addition, the following
are ex officio members: the President of Rollins College, the Provost, the Dean
of the Faculty, the Dean of the College, and other officers of administration
holding faculty rank in departments of the College. All such members shall have
the right to attend faculty meetings, to vote on all matters pertaining to the
Faculty, and unless otherwise specified in these Rules, shall possess all the
usual rights and privileges accorded to Faculty members .
Other officers of administration whose responsibilities relate to the College
and adjunct faculty appointed to academic departments of the College shall be
non-voting members of the College Faculty, eligible to attend meetings and
participate fully in discussion. A librarian with faculty rank shall be
designated by the Library Faculty as a non-voting member for purposes of liaison.
(A list of these officers of administration will be published at the beginning
of each academic year.) Whenever the agenda includes business recommended by a
committee on which students serve, those students may attend the meeting and
participate fully in the discussion but may not vote. Student members of the
Steering Committee may regularly attend faculty meetings as non-voting members .
Other students may make written petition to the Chair of the Faculty to attend
faculty meetings with voice but not vote.
ARTICLE III
OFFICERS OF THE FACULTY
The College Faculty shall elect a Chair and a Vice-Chair/Secretary who shall be
its executive officers.
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The Chair of the Faculty

The Chair of the Faculty shall preside at College Faculty meetings and at
meetings of the Steering Committee (see Article V). He/she shall be
representative of the College Faculty to the administration and to the Board
of Trustees. The Chair of the Faculty shall be a tenured member of the College
Faculty.
Section 2.

Vice-Chair/Secretary of the Faculty

The Vice - Chair/ Secretary of the Faculty shall assume the duties and responsibilities
of the Chair in his/her absence. He/ she shall compile and distribute the agendas
and minutes of all regular and special meetings of the College Faculty. The
Vice-Chair/ Secretary shall be a tenured member of the Faculty.
Section 3.

Term of Office

The term of office for the elected officers of the College Faculty shall be two
years, beginning June 1. No elected officer shall succeed himself/herself.
Section 4.

Election

The Nominating Committee shall nominate at least two candidates for each elected
office and shall publish the slate at least 10 days prior to the election meeting.
The College Faculty shall elect the Chair of the Faculty and the Vice Chair/
Secretary during the month of March. The election of these officers shall be from
the list of nominees and from any additional nominations made from the floor of
the faculty meetings. All nominations require prior consent.
Section S.

Recall

Any officer of the College Faculty may be recalled at a regular or special
meeting by a two-thirds vote of the faculty present and voting.
Section 6.

Unexpired Term of Office

Should a vacancy occur in either of these offices, the position shall be filled
for the unexpired term by faculty election. The Nominating Committee shall
prepare nominations for a special meeting of the College Faculty.
ARTICLE IV
MEETINGS OF THE COLLEGE FACULTY
Section 1.

Regular Meetings

Regular meetings shall be conducted at least monthly during the academic year.
Section 2.

Special Meetings

Special meetings of the College Faculty may be held at any time during the
academic year.
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Section 3.

Calling of Meetings

The authority to convene faculty meetings resides in the Steering Committee,
which sets the agenda for regular meetings. The Chair of the Faculty or the
Dean of the Faculty may call special faculty meetings.
Section 4.

Quorum

The quorum for any regular or special meeting of the College Faculty shall consist
of a simple majority of the voting members of the Faculty on campus that term.
The Dean of the Faculty shall supply this number for announcement to the College
Faculty at the first meeting of each term.
Section 5.

Rules of Order

Robert's Rules of Order, when not in conflict with these Rules, shall be used as
authority for the conduct of meetings of the College Faculty. The Faculty shall
be served by a parliamentarian, who is appointed by the Steering Committee from
among the members of the Faculty. The records of the Faculty's deliberations
and minutes of its meetings shall be open for inspection.
ARTICLE V
COMMITTEES OF THE COLLEGE
Section 1.

Committee Structure

The College Faculty has delegated certain of its responsibilities to standing
committees. These committees act on behalf of and report to the Faculty. All
standing committee actions are subject to review by the Faculty, and substantial
changes (as determined by the Steering Committee) must be enacted by the Faculty.
Special committees of the Faculty of the College may be created by the Chair of
the Faculty, by the Dean of the Faculty, or by the Dean of the College, in
consultation with the Steering Committee, or by action of the Faculty.
Section 2.

Elections

Faculty members shall be elected to standing committees of the College during
the month of April. The Nominating Committee prepares nominations (and shall
publish the slate at least 10 days prior to the election meeting), but additional
nominations may be tendered from the floor. All nominations require prior
consent.
Section 3.

Vacancies

Should a faculty vacancy occur, the electoral unit represented by the retiring
member shall fill the vacancy at its next meeting. Should a student vacancy occur,
the President of the Student Association shall appoint a student to fill the
vacancy until the next Student Association election. A majority of any committee
may require a member to resign in the event of gross neglect of duties. A majority
of the electoral unit represented by a faculty or student member may recall the
representative at any time.
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Section 4.

Procedures

Each faculty member shall be elected for a two-year term of office and each
student member for a one-year term of office. Terms shall be staggered.
Standing committees shall elect a chair and recording secretary at their first
meeting. The chair of the committee shall be a faculty member. All standing
committees shall normally meet at least once each month during the academic
year. They may establish such subcommittees as are deemed proper for the
conduct of business. (The recording secretary shall keep minutes of each
meeting and distribute copies to the members of the Steering Committee.)
Section 5.

Authority

Each standing committee shall report to the Steering Committee all important
decisions and deliberations, and the Chair of the Faculty shall submit an annual
report to the Faculty. The Steering Committee which establishes the agendas for
faculty meetings, shall interpret the authority of the standing committees as
set forth in these Rules.
Section 6.
A.

The Steering Committee

Responsiblities
The Steering Committee convenes and sets the agenda for regular faculty
meetings; refers business to committees; monitors committee actions and
refers reports and recommendations to the Faculty; receives and responds
to concerns of faculty and students and refers these to the attention of
the appropriate committee or officer of administration; stays any committee
action for review by the Faculty and / or the Student Senate; regularly issues
to faculty and students a report of committee activity; interprets these
Rules, reviews them annually, and proposes to the Faculty any changes; acts
on behalf of the Faculty when a quorum cannot be assembled.

B.

Membership (5-2-2)
The following are voting members: The Dean of the Faculty; the Dean of the
College; the Chair of the Faculty; the Vice-Chair/Secretary of the Faculty;
three faculty members, elected by the Faculty from nominations so structured
that, including the Vice-Chair, all four divisions are represented; the
President of the Student Association; the Vice President of the Student
Association.

Section 7.
A.

The Curriculum Committee

Responsibilities
The Curriculum Committee recommends to the Faculty changes in degrees, in
degree requirements, in educational policies, and in the list of approved
majors and minors. The Committee advises departments concerning new courses,
independent studies proposals, and changes in existing major and minor
requirements; advises the Dean of the Faculty concerning course offerings,
schedules and calendar, as well as priorities in retrenchment or expansion
of faculty; advises the Dean of the College concerning academic advising;
and advises departments concerning catalog copy concerning the curriculum.
The committee approves courses to fulfill all-college requirements.
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Membership (4-2-3)
The following are voting members: the four Division Heads; the Dean of the
Faculty; the Dean of the College (or designate); three students elected at
large. The Registrar serves as a non- voting member.

Section 8.
A.

The Committee on Standards

Responsibilities
The Committee on Standards represents the College community in proposing and
enforcing academic and social standards; reviews cases of inadequate academic
performance and recommends probation or dismissal; acts as an Appeal Board
for alleged violation of College regulations as referred by the Dean of the
College and recommends probation, dismissal, or other action; recommends
policies concerning honors designations.

B.

Membership (4-2-3)
The voting members are: the Dean of the College, the Registrar, four
faculty members, one from each Division elected by the faculty; the President
of the Student Association; three students elected at large by the Student
Association.

Section 9.
A.

Admissions Committee

Responsibilities
The Admissions Committee represents the Faculty in determining admissions
standards; establishing general admissions policies and procedures; assisting
in student recruitment activities; and advising and assisting in the
interviewing of students for scholarships.

B.

Membership (4-2-4)
The following are voting members: the Dean of the College (or designate);
the Director of Admissions; four faculty members, one from each Division
elected at large; four students, elected at large by the Student Association.

Section 10.
A.

The Committee on Financial Aid

Responsibilities
The Committee on Financial Aid shall establish general policies concerning
scholarships, loans, and employment opportunities offered as financial aid
by the College; recommend scholarship allocations; and assist in the
stewardship of financial aid programs .
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B.

Membership (4-4-4)
The following are voting members: the Dean of the College (or designate);
the Director of Student Aid; the Director of Admissions; the Director of
Athletics; four faculty members elected at large; four students elected
at large by the Rollins Student Association.

Section 11.
A.

The Intercollegiate Athletics Committee

Responsibilities
The Intercollegiate Athletics Committee represents the Faculty in establishing policy for the intercollegiate athletics programs at Rollins, including
recruitment, scheduling, budgeting, and facilities usage.

B.

Membership (3-3-3)
The following are voting members: The Dean of the College (or designate);
the Director of Athletics; the Director of Student Aid; three faculty members
elected at large; and three students elected at large by the Rollins Student
Association.

Section 12.
A.

The Committee on Faculty Compensation and Professional Development

Responsibilities
The Committee on Faculty Compensation and Professional Development represents
the Faculty in proposing and reviewing all policies, procedures, and criteria
related to faculty evaluation, appointment, reappointment, tenure, and
promotion; promulgating and sustaining professional ethics; establishing
policy regarding leave, research and professional development programs;
recommending compensation and faculty load policies.

B.

Membership (4-1-2)
The voting members are: the Dean of the Faculty and four faculty members
elected at large, and two students elected at large by the Rollins Student
Association.

Section 13.

The Nominating Committee

A. Responsibilities
The Nominating Committee represents the Faculty in preparing nominations for
elected Faculty positions on standing committees; preparing nominations for
the Chair of the Faculty and the Vice - Chair/Secretary of the Faculty; and
prepares nominations for the College Faculty positions on the Council on
Administration and Budgets and the Council on Academic Policies and Standards.
B.

Membership (4 - 1- 1)
The voting members are: the Dean of the Faculty; the President of the Student
Association (or designate); and four Faculty members elected at large .
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A.

The Campus Life Committee

Responsibilities
The Campus Life Committee represents the College community in establishing
and reviewing goals and policies regarding student life and co-curricular
activities, including intramurals; establishes general policies regarding
campus housing and conducts a regular review of organizations which are
housing units; works to establish an optimal learning environment for students.

B.

Membership (4-1 - 4)
The following are voting members: the Dean of the College (or designate);
four Faculty members elected at large; the Vice President/Program Director
of the Student Center; and three students elected at large by the Student
Association.

Section 15.
A.

The Special Programs Committee

Responsibilities
The Special Programs Committee represents the College community in
developing special programs that enhance the curriculum and reflect our
institutional mission; approving off- campus programs, including overseas
programs and winter term off-campus group studies; assisting and arranging
faculty and student exchange programs; providing scholarships and fellowships;
formulating policies for all such special programs.

B.

Membership (4-1-3)
The following are voting members of the committee: the Assistant Dean of
the Faculty for Special Programs; four faculty members, one from each
Division, elected at large; three student members, elected at large by the
Rollins Student Association.

Section 16 .
A.

Honors Degree Program Supervisory Board

Responsibilities
The Honors Degree Supervisory Board represents the Faculty in setting
admissions requirements, graduation requirements, and curriculum for the
Honors Degree Program; admits all Honors Degree candidates; approves all
individual student projects required for the Honors Bachelor of Arts Degree;
reviews the academic status of Honors Degree candidates, having the right to
impose academic warnings and dismissals from the Honors Degree Program.

B.

Membership (3-3 - 3)
The following are voting members: The Dean of the Faculty; the Director of
Admissions; the Registrar; the Director of the Honors Degree Program (a
Faculty member); two Faculty members appointed by the Director of the Honors
Degree Program , one of whom should also serve on the Curriculum Committee;
and three student representatives elected annually by and from the Honors
Degree candidates.
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Section 17.

Other Standing Committees

A.

The following standing committees operate with responsibilities appropriate
to their titles : the Health Sciences Advisory Committee; the Pre - Law
Advisory Committee; the Recreation Committee; and the Lectures and Honors
Committee. The members of these committees are appointed annually by the
Dean of the Faculty in consultation with the Nominating Committee . An
exception is the Recreation Committee whose members are appointed annually
by the Dean of the College in consultation with the Nominating Committee.

B.

Department Heads, whose responsibilities are defined in Faculty-approved
policy in the Faculty Handbook, in effect constitute a standing committee.
ARTICLE VI
FACULTY EVALUATION

Section 1.

Faculty Evaluation Committees

A. Duties, Powers, and Responsibilities

B.

(1)

Every member of the faculty shall be subject to review by an evaluation
committee, which shall be responsible for assisting in the professional
development of each member of the faculty. The committee shall meet at
least annually for the evaluation of non-tenured faculty. Tenured
faculty shall be subject to a periodic evaluation as described in
Section 5. Additional evaluation of faculty members may be requested
by the Provost, by the Dean of the Faculty, by majority of the committee
members, or by the faculty member to be evaluated.

(2)

Each Faculty Evaluation Committee shall make recommendations according
to procedures outlined in Section 4 on matters relating to faculty
reappointment, promotion, tenure and merit salary increases. Recommendations for improving professional effectiveness shall be made
directly to the faculty member evaluated.

Membership
(1)

The membership shall consist of:
a.

all faculty members of the appropriate department with the
exception of any Visiting faculty or administrators; and

b.

one faculty member from outside the division and one from within
the division but not the department, who shall be appointed by
the Provost upon recommendation of the Dean of the Faculty from two
lists of at least three nominees each prepared by the department .

c.

In the event that the sum of the members from a. and b. above
minus the person being evaluated is less than .4, additional members
will be appointed by the Dean of the Faculty in priority order from
a list prepared by the department. Such additiona l members shall
not bring the total to more than four.
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(2)

The appropriate department head shall serve as chairperson of the
committee. When the chairperson is the person being evaluated, an
interim chairperson shall be elected by the committee from the
other members of the department on the committee.

(3)

No faculty member shall serve on more than one evaluation committee
outside his or her department.

(4)

Committee membership may be modified for faculty members who hold
joint appointments or who have specially designated non-teaching
responsibilities. Such modification requires approval of the
appropriate department head(s) and the Dean of the Faculty.

Section 2.
A.

B.

Authority

Faculty Appointments
(1)

All tenure-track faculty appointments shall be made as the result of
national searches. Although the department to which the candidate will
be appointed will usually conduct such searches, a special search
committee may be established when appropriate. The composition of all
search committees and the search procedures with respect to affirmative
action shall be decided by the department or the special search committee
subject to the approval of the Dean of the Faculty and the Affirmative
Action officer. Each search committee shall have one faculty member
from outside the department who will be appointed by the Affirmative
Action officer in consultation with the Dean of the Faculty and the
department.

(2)

The appropriate department head (or the chairperson of the search committee, if different) is directly responsible for the conduct of a
search, for polling the department membership, and for submitting
faculty appointment recommendations to the Dean of the Faculty. Such
recommendations shall include rank and credit for prior experience.
No one may be appointed to a tenure-track faculty position unless a
majority of the members of the appointee's department approves.

Terms of Appointment
Faculty appointments may be made to tenure-track or visiting positions.
However, no appointment may last beyond seven successive years without
granting tenure. In exceptional circumstances, and with the unanimous
approval of the department and the approval of the Dean of the Faculty
and of the Steering Committee, appointment to the Faculty may be made
with tenure. Such appointment must be confirmed by the Board of Trustees.

C.

Faculty Reappointments and Tenure
(1)

Initial appointments of tenure-track faculty shall be for a two-year
period. Thereafter, a one-year contract or tenure may be awarded,
according to the conditions set forth below and in the College Bylaws.
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D.

E.

(2)

Reappointments shall be made by the Provost. They will not be made
without the approval of a majority of the evaluation committee.

(3)

The probationary period for tenure for faculty members shall not be
less than four years nor more than seven years, unless the candidate
has had at least four years full-time teaching at other senior college
level institutions. In the latter case, the probationary period shall
be not less than three years nor more than four years, even if the
total full-time service in the profession thereby exceeds seven years.
Scholarly leave of absence for one year or less will count as part of
the probationary period as if it were prior service at another institution,
unless the individual and the institution agree in writing to an exception
to this provision at the time the leave is granted.

(4)

Tenure may not be awarded or denied until the candidate has completed
the minimum probationary period. The faculty member shall only be
considered for tenure upon his/her request and upon submission of
documentation supporting his/her request to the department head.
Appointment to tenure shall be made by the Board of Trustees; such
appointment will not be made without the approval of the majority of
the evaluation committee.

Faculty Promotions and Salary Determinations
(1)

The evaluation committee, the Provost, and the Dean of the Faculty shall
make recommendations concerning promotions to the President. Promotions
in faculty rank up to and including associate professor shall be made by
the President of the College; promotion to the rank of professor shall
be made by the Board of Trustees and upon the recommendation of the
President. Promotions will not be granted without the approval of the
majority of the evaluation committee.

(2)

General salary guidelines are proposed by the Committee on Faculty
Compensation and Professional Development. Merit increases for
individual faculty are recommended in accordance with the policies
prepared by this Committee and endorsed by the College faculty.

Retirement
Normal retirement age is defined as the last day of the academic year in
which age 65 is attained. Mandatory retirement is effective the last day
of the academic year in which age 70 is attained. A faculty member may be
retained beyond this age, on annual appointment at the discretion of the
President after consultation with the Provost and with the approval of a
majority of members of the appropriate department. Exceptions to these
requirements may be granted by the Board of Trustees upon recommendation by
the President and with prior approval of the Provost and a majority of the
appropriate department.
·
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Section 3.
A.

Criteria for Evaluation

General Criteria
The criteria for faculty reappointment, promotion, tenure, and merit
salary increases shall be the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Teaching effectiveness
Advising
Professional adjustment
Professional Advancement; and Research, Writing, Publication,
and Performance
Committee work
Professional society activity
Honors
Community service and public relations
Other faculty activity

These criteria shall be defined and assessed according to the Statement
on Faculty Evaluation Policy and Procedures. Teaching effectiveness
shall take precedence over all other criteria.
B.

Specific Criteria for Promotion
It is the expressed intent of College policy that no promotion, except as
provided below for instructors who receive the terminal degree, is to be
regarded as automatic, but that it must be earned by merit demonstrated
by all applicable activities. Promotions in rank shall be made in accord
with the criteria described below.
(1)

Promotion to Assistant Professor
For persons employed at the initial rank of instructor pending
attainment of the terminal degree promotion to the rank of assistant
professor will be automatic upon their receiving the terminal degree
provided they meet all other criteria for reappointment .
Instructors who have not received the doctorate or the terminal degree
in the appropriate field may be promoted to assistant professor only if
the evaluation committee and the Dean of the Faculty conclude that all
criteria for reappointment have been met and that the individual's
continued employment is justified by exceptional conditions, such as
the following:

(2)

(a)

The individual's contribution to the College has been outstanding,

(b)

If applicable, progress on the terminal degree is s ignificant
enough so that this degree will be awarded within a year.

Promotion to Associate Professor
Persons holding the rank of assistant professor may apply for promotion
to the rank of associate professor after a minimum of four (4) years
full - time teaching in a senior institution at the assistant professor
level, of which at least two (2) years have been at this institution.
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to the College, professional growth, and potential warrant the promotion,
then upon its recommendation to the President the promotion may be
granted. Only in exceptional cases will promotion to the rank of
associate professor be considered for individuals not holding the terminal
degree in the appropriate field or not having completed the minimum
number of years. These exceptional cases will be determined by each
department of the College or other school faculty in consultation with
the Dean.
(3)

Promotion to Professor
Faculty members with the terminal degree in the appropriate field holding
the rank of associate professor may apply for promotion to professor
after a minimum of five (5) years full-time experience in a senior
institution at the rank of associate professor, of which at least three
(3) years have been at this institution. The Board of Trustees, upon
recommendation by the President, may waive these minimum durations, but
only in exceptional circumstances.
For promotion to the rank of professor, the individual must receive the
recommendation of the evaluation committee to the President, and the
President's recommendation to the Board of Trustees. The criteria for
such promotions shall be the same as those for reappointment and tenure,
with the additional stipulation that the candidate has earned the
distinction of the rank of professor by means of scholarly publication
or comparable professional achievement, as defined by each department's
criteria as approved by the Council on Academic Policies and Standards.

Section 4.

Procedures

A.

The Dean of the Faculty shall notify department heads of all eligible candidates and deadlines for reappointment, promotion, and tenure, and shall
supply the committees with any pertinent information regarding candidates.
The department head shall collect information as set forth in the Statement
of Faculty Evaluation Policy and Procedures.

B.

(1)

Evaluation committees shall prepare a report and recommendations which
must be submitted to the Dean of the Faculty by February 1 on first
reappointment, by October 15 on second reappointment, and by April 1
of the preceding year on third and subsequent reappointment. At this
time, all recommendations concerning decisions of reappointment,
promotion, and the granting of tenure must be submitted to the Dean of
the Faculty.

(2)

The Dean of the Faculty must review the evaluation and if he/she concurs
forward said recommendation to the Provost by February 15 on first
reappointment , by November 15 on second reappointment, and by May 1 of
the preceding year on third and subsequent reappointments. Recommenda tions for promotion to any rank other than Professor shall come under
the May 1 deadline. The Dean of the Faculty shall forward by May 1
recommendations for tenure or promotion to Professor to the Council on

..
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the Dean of the Faculty dissents from the recommendation of the
Evaluation Committee, he/she must indicate said dissent in writing and
must meet with the Evaluation Committee to discuss said dissent within
7 days for a first reappointment and 14 days for second and subsequent
reappointments.
C.

The Provost shall submit the recommendations of the School together with
his/her recommendations to the President of the College in time for the
President to reply by the deadlines set forth in paragraph D. If the
Provost dissents from the recommendations of the School, he / she must
indicate said dissent in writing and must meet with the Evaluation
Committee to discuss said dissent within 7 days for first reappointments
and 14 days for the second and subsequent reappointments.

D.

The President shall notify each candidate of reappointment or nonreappointment during the probationary period. Regardless of the stated
term or other provisions of any appointments, written notice that a
probationary appointment is not to be renewed will be given to a faculty
member in advance of the appointment expiration, as follows:
(1)

Not later than March 1 of the first academic year of service if
the appointment expires at the end of the year; or, if a one-year
appointment terminates during an academic year, at least three
months in advance of its termination;

(2)

Not later than December 15 of the second academic year of service
if the appointment expires at the end of that year; or, if an
initial two-year appointment terminates during an academic year, at
least six months in advance of its termination;

(3)

At least twelve months before the expiration of an appointment
after two or more years of service at the institution.

Notice of non-appointment to tenure shall be in writing by September 1
of the final probationary year. In all cases failure to notify a
candidate by these dates shall constitute automatic reappointment for
one year.
The institution will normally notify faculty members in writing of the
terms and conditions of their renewals by March 15, but in no case will
such information be given later than April 15.
E.

Recommendations for tenure and promotion to Professor shall be submitted
by the Dean to the Council on Academic Policies and Standards by May 1
of the calendar year prior to appropriate action.
The C.A.P.S. shall send its report to the Provost by May 22. Notification of the Council's recommendations shall be made to each candidate
at that time.
The Provost shall submit these recommendations together with his/her
recommendations to the President of the College by June 15.

'

.
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F.

Candidates may appeal final recommendations of the Evaluation
Committee or the President according to procedures stated in Article
VIII, Section 4 of the Rollins College Faculty Bylaws.

G.

When a faculty member is eligible for retirement, he/she shall be
notified by September 1 of the previous year whether he/she is to be
retired or receive annual appointment by the President upon recommendation by the Dean of the Faculty and the Provost.

Section 5.

Evaluation of Tenured Faculty

Faculty Evaluation Committees are charged with the responsibilities of
encouraging improved teaching and continued professional growth for all
members of the faculty. Tenured faculty shall be evaluated every four
years.
The primary purpose of continued assessment shall be to encourage tenured
members of the faculty to reappraise their performances in search of
greater effectiveness and to assist them in the identification and
correction of any deficiencies. Should the committee detect deficiencies
which are particularly significant or find that a tenured faculty member
is in extraordinary need of assistance, it may initiate the evaluation
proceedings at any time.
ARTICLE VII
AMENDMENT PROCEDURE
These Bylaws, or any provision thereof, may be abrogated or amended at any
meeting of the Faculty by a two - thirds vote of the Faculty present and
voting, provided that a notice one week prior to the meeting shall contain
a copy of the proposed amendment or amendments. The amendment ultimately
made, if any, need not be in the exact form in which it was sent to each
Faculty member, but must deal with the same subject matter.

From:
To:

Charley Edmondson , Chairman of CAB
Robert Marcus, Provost

Subject:

CAB Interpretation of Bylaws in Regard to School
of Education and Human Development Faculty
Evaluation Committe e

In response to your memorandum of May 6 to CAB, we advise the
following procedures:
1.

The Chairman of the Evalution Committee should be instructed
to fol low the SEHD Bylaws wherever their provision s are cl ea r
and applicable to the ca se in question. Where the SEHD Bylaws
are sile~t,unclear, or pa te ntly inapplicable, the Chairman
shouid be instruct e d to follow the procedures outlined in
the All College Bylaws, Article VIII, except for deadlines.
With respect to deadlines, CAB recommends that the Evaluation
Committee employ the maximum number of days allowed by •. the
All College Bylaw s.

2.

CAB advises t hat the vacancie s on the Evaluation Committee
be filled by the method outlined in your memorandum . Specifically,
the faculty of the Sc hool o f Education and Human Development
shoul d choose as soon as po ssi ble five membe rs of the full - time
faculty from -an y sc hool and ~ present this list to the Provost
in order of pre fe r en ce. We f~rther advise that the person be ing
evaluat e d should be allowe d to reject any of these faculty if
he c a n show caus e why th e y should not serve on the evaluation
committ ee. '-tie al s o recomme nd that the five faculty from out s ide
SEHD should be tenured.

.

..:

MEMORANDUM

~f~

From

Robert Marcus I Provost

To

Council on Administration and Budgets

ROLLINS COLLEGE

Date May

6, 1982

Copies To

Subject

Interpretation of Bylaws in Regard to School of Education and
Human Development Faculty Evaluation Cornnittee

provided for in Faculty Bylaws Article VIII Section l.A (1) , I have requested
a tenured faculty evaluation of a faculty member in the School of F<lucation and
Human Development. Two matters requiring interpretation of the Bylaws have
arisen in connection with this process.

As

,.

1.

The School of Education and Human Develop~nt Bylaws do not contain
detailed procedures for tenured faculty member evaluations. (See
sections J and Kon page 9 of The School of Education and Hwran
Development _"Statem:mt of Policy on Faculty Evaluation for Reappointment, Prarotion, and Granting of Tenure.") The Chairman of the Faculty
Evaluation Corrmittee has asked the following (quoted with narre deleted):
"Please advise what procedures I should follow. For example, if I
apply the procedures (but not the deadlines) given in the SEHD document
for other faculty decisions, it is not clear whether I should request
written staterrents of evaluation from all rrenbers of the departrrent.
My reconuendation is that we apply the conditions of the SEHD policy
doburrent as best we can 8 but that the Corwtl.ttee be given sorre discretion
to solicit relevant rria.terials frcm other_faculty and staff, as well as
from )_the faculty rrember being evaluateqJ, and that we be permitted to
establish our own deadlines. What do you advise?"

2.

Two members of . the School of E.ducation and Human Developrrent Faculty
Evaluation Corn:nittee representing the Administration/Supervision Cluster
and the Teaching/Learning Cluster have, as is their right, withdrawn
from the ccmnittee during this particular evaluation. In seeking to
replace them under II.C.l. of the School of Fducation and Hwran Developrrent Bylaws "Staterrent of Policy on Faculty Evaluation for Reappointrrent,
Prarotion, and Granting of Tenure," I have determined that every faculty
member in both clusters has found him or herself unable to serve for this
evaluation. Therefore it is necessary to interpret the Bylaws to fill
these positions on the ccmnittee.

The Faculty Bylaws of Rollins College indicate in ~rticle VIII Section l.B

"Fach school faculty shall be responsible for the composition and selection
procedures for the remainder of the evaluation cormiittee in keeping with guidelines established by MUP Policy Documents and Reports.
Therefore, it would.
seem that the School of Education faculty is the appropriate body to select the
remaining mernbers of the COIT.Uttee, but again it is up to the Council to make
such an interpretation. I would propose for the Council's consideration that
the faculty of the School of E.ducation and Huma.I}_peveloprnent be asked to elect
as soon as possible five rrernbers of the full-tirre faculty from any school and
to present this list to the Provost in priority order. This would go a long
way toward insuring that we can fill the corrmittee positions prorrptly. The
MUP docurrents state that faculty members chosen for such processes (although
the reference I am citing is not specifically to this kind of corrmittee) should
be chosen ''on the basis of their objectivity and competence and of the regard
in which they are held in the- academic comnunity." I have no doubt that the
procedures outlined in our Bylaws and the interpretations that the Council can
rnake of those Bylaws will enable us to reach this objective.
11
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School of Education a nd Human
Development 25 February 1981

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
Faculty By-Laws

ARTICLE I - NAME
The School of Education and Human Development shall be a professional school
which exists as a separate entity within the total academic structure of Rollins
College.
ARTICLE II - FACULTY
Section 1 - Responsibilities
A.

The faculty shall be responsible for providing instruction in the various

programs of the School.
B.

The faculty shall serve as members of committees established by the School.

C.

The faculty shall promote and be engaged in research activities.

D.

The faculty shall be engaged in professional service to the community

outside the School.
E.

The faculty shall be accountable to the tasks of their instructional teams

or clusters.
F.

The faculty shall be responsible for initiating and approving all new degrees

and/or degree programs with the confirmation of the Dean.
Section 2 - Appointment to the Faculty
Appointment to the faculty shall result from a collaborative process involving
the faculty of the School of Education and Human Development and the Dean of the
School of Education and Human Development.
A.

The . Cluster members shall be responsible for proposing the need for, conducting

the search for, and submitting a pool of candidates for a faculty position.
B.

The faculty of the School of Education and Human Development shall review those

candidates and transmit to the Dean their recommendations for appointment.

C.

Th.::: :::le:c:r: s~a ll confirm al l r_:a~1cic :;t.es for f ac ulL v rJosit i o r,s in the Sc hoo l

o f Educatio n an d Huma n Developme nt.
D.

The Dea n f o r wa rds to the Pr ovo st for fac ult y app oin t me nt th o se ca nd id ate s

who ha ve b ee n r ecomme nd e d by th e fac ult y a nd co n fir,ned by the Dea n.
Se ction 3 - Fa c ulty App ointments
Te aching fa culty sha ll be a ppointed to the School of Education and Huma n De velop me nt
on the following bases:
A.

Permanent full-time faculty - possessing academic rank and filling a tenure

track position, may serve on any committees and vote on all matters requiring a
faculty vote.
B.

Term full-time faculty - may possess ac a demic rank; appointed for a specified

period of time, with the possibility of becom ing a p erma ne nt full - time faculty
member; may serve on committees and vote on matters requiring a faculty vote excluding the promotion and/or tenure of p e rman e nt full - time faculty.

c.

Long term part-time faculty - no faculty rank; regularly appointed as member

of teaching faculty on ne e d basis; may serve on some committees; may not vote on
matters of School policy, faculty appointment, promotion or tenure.
D.

Single term part-time faculty - no faculty rank; appointed to teaching faculty

on n e ed b a sis; may serve on some committees; may not vote on matters of School
policy, faculty a ppointme nt, promotion or t e nure.
Section 4 - Evaluation
A.

The f a culty me mbers of e a ch cluster will assume responsibility for originating

the e v aluation pro cedure for the me mbe rs of that cluster .
B.

In order to e s t a blish uniformity , specific c r ite ria for faculty e valu a tions

will be d e velop ed in the separate c lu sters a nd s u bmitt e d to the full f a culty of the
Schoo l for approval.
C.

Perma n e nt fa c ulty - Evalu a ti o n f or r eappoi n t me nt, te nu r e, a nd p r omo tion will

b e base d o n the follo wing c r i te ri a:

~ rt i cl e II, S0 c tio n

~

- Can ' t .

1.

Tea ching effe c tiv en ess

2.

Advising

3.

Professional advancement and recognition

4.

Res e arch, writing, publication, and securing grants

5.

Profesiional activiti~s outside the school.

6.

Personal and professional adjustment to the overall goals
of the School.

D.

7.

~rograrn Development

8.

Committee work

Term faculty - Faculty members on term appointments will be evaluated by

the members of the clusters to which they are assigned.

These evaluations will

be based on successful perfonnance of the duties outlined in their contract of

employment.
ARTICLE III - CLUSTERS
Section l - Description
The clusters, or instructional teams, are composed of permanent and tenn faculty
who are assigned on the basis of their professional expertise to any one of the
following:
A.

Administration and Supe rvision

B.

Counseling

C.

Teaching and 1ruult Learning

D.

Center for Quality Practice
Section 2 - The Creation and Termination of Clusters

A.

New clusters may be proposed when faculty or Dean determine a need exists.

B.

All new clusters must be approved by the faculty of the School and the De an.

C.

All clusters will be subject to review on a regular basis by the faculty

and Dean of the School to determine their value to the School.
D.

A cluster may be terminated by a ction of the Dean with concurrence of the

faculty.

~rtic l e

E.

III , Se c ti o n 2 - Co n ' t

I f t he nee d arise s, pen~ane nt f ac ul ty wil l be re~ssigned to another a p?ro-

pr i ate clust er.
Section 3 - Re sponsibilties of Clu s ters to Students
A.

Es t a blish c r i te ria f o r admiss ion to the p rog r a m of the cluster.

B.

Recommend or reject students for admission to the cluster p rogram.

c.

Advise students throughout their time in the prog r am.

D.

Submit to the Dean a list of those students recommended for graduation

from the cluster program.
Section 4 - Responsibilities of the Clusters to the Programs of the School

A.

The clusters shall plan and implement, with the approval of the Dean and the

faculty of the School, all new programs.
B.

The clusters shall have the re s ponsibility of impl e me nting programs, assigned

to the cluster, or fac u lty sponsored by the Cluster.

c.

The clusters shall insure ongoing evaluation of their programs.

D.

The clusters shall revise existing programs to meet future needs.

E.

The clusters shall have the responsibility of insuring that their programs

meet the standards of appropriate accrediting agencies.
Section 5 - Responsibilities of Clusters to the School
A.

The members of the clusters shall assume the major responsibility for the

teaching within their cluster program and p r o.gra ms of other clusters as ne e ded.
B.

The clusters shall be responsible for submitting to the Dean r e commendations

for faculty positions.
C.

The cluste rs shall vJOrk in collaboration with the Dean and the faculty of the

School to establish and impl e ment policy.
D.

The clusters may e s tablish committees to a dd r ess school n eeds.

E.

The clusters shall be r esponsibl e fo r prov iding professional serv i ce s to

cli e nt g r o ups out s ide the School.
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Article III, Section 5 - Can't
F.

The clusters have the responsibility for presenting priority needs for the

budget to the Dean.
G.

The clusters shall be responsible for submitting to the Dean a year-end

progress report.
Section 6 - Center for the Improvement of Quality Practice
A.

It will be the responsibility of the Center to function as the research

arm of the School.
B.

The Center will coordinate action research, field-based evaluations, and

curriculum improvement contracts with school and human service agencies at the
local, county, state, and federal levels.
C.

Individuals may be appointed to the Center, as well as to the faculty of

the School.
1.

Appointments to the Center shall require appropriate research, evaluation,
and curriculum development credentials.

2.

Appointments to the Center shall be for a limited term and shall not
accrue tenure.

The director of the Center shall be appointed by the Dean and shall always be a
project director of one of the major contracts of the Center.
ARTICLE IV - ADMINISTRATION
Section 1 - Status and Appointment of the Dean
A.

The Dean shall be a senior permanent member of the faculty of the School of

Education and Human Development.
B.

A person to hold the office of Dean shall be appointed by the President upon

recommendation by the Provost and the affirmative vote of the faculty of the School
of Education and Human Development.
C.

The recommended appointment shall be for a renewable five-year term.

!•=-tic le I\', _Section 2 _ - ,:::on ' t.
Se ct ion 2 - Respons i bi lities of the Dea n
A.

The Dea n s hall be re spo nsible for overseeing, app rovi ng , and evaluating

all programs and courses in education and human development offered by Rollins
Coll ege.
B.

The Dean shall be responsible for the preparation and management of the budget

for the School and its affiliated or assigned activities, including grants and
contracts.
C.

The Dean, with concurrence of the faculty, shall be responsible for the appoint-

ment, renewal, and termination of all faculty of the School.
D.

The Dean shall be responsible for the recommendation for rank, promotion, and

tenure for all faculty with concurrence by the faculty.
E.

The Dean shall be ultimately responsible for the admission, advisement, and

termination of all students to programs in education and human development.
F.

The Dean shall be responsible for the preparation of an annual report of the

School of Education and Human Development.
G.

The Dean shall be responsible for the acquisition of resources and facilities

to support the programs of the School.
H.

The Dean shall be responsible for the maintenance of appropriate professional

accreditations for programs.
Section 3 - Evaluation of the Dean
A.

The permanent faculty members of the School shall evaluate the Dean in terms

of his/her performance of these responsibilities every three to five years.
B.

The results of the faculty evaluation of the Dean shall be forwarded to the .

Provost and will be a major factor in the process of the reappointment of the Dea n.
ARTICLE V - GOVERNANCE
Section 1 - Policy-Making
The key decision-making baody of the School s hall be the Dean and faculty meeting
as a body.

This group shall set policy a nd str uctu re for the Sc hool.

Article V, Sec t i o n 2 , Co n't.
Section 2
The Dean shall have the final approval on all policies affecting the School.
Section 3 - Advisory Councils for the Programs

A.

There shall be advisory groups for each of the various programs of the School.

B.

Membership of the advisory groups shall come from the following groups:

C.

1.

the appropriate faculty

2.

the profession served by the program(s)

3.

the agencies served by the program(s)

4.

the students in the program(s)

5.

alumni of the program(s)

Appointment to the advisory group is made by the Dean based upon recommendations

from the program clusters.
D.

Each advisory group is responsible for preparing an annual report to include

a description of the group's evaluation process and recommendations for each of the
pr9grams .
Section 4 - Advisory Councils for the School of Education and Human Development
A.

This advisory group shall be designated as the Visiting Committee of the College.

B.

Membership of the Visiting Committee shall include:

1.

a member of the ,Board of Trustees of Rollins College

2.

a community representative

3.

an elected faculty representative

4.

a student representative

5.

a Superintendent of Schools

6.

a human services agency representative

7.

an alumnus

8.

r e presentatives from the professions served by the programs of the School.

C.

This group shall meet at l e ast twice each year.

D.

The Committee s hall p repare a r e port f or the P r ovost o n the s cope a nd quality
of the p rograms at l eas t eve ry thre e y~a rs .

Article VI, Sec ti o n 1 - Can't

ARTICLE VI - COMJ-lITTEES
Section 1
Temporary or special committees may be authorized by the Dean and/or faculty to
function for a specified period of time to facilitate the formation of policy and/or
procedures for the School or program clusters.
Section 2
These committees may be dissolved only at the discretion of the authorizing body.
ARTICLE VII - MEETINGS
Section 1 - Faculty as Body
The faculty as a body shall meet at least once each term.
Section 2 - Clusters
The clusters shall meet as necessary or as determined by number need.
ARTICLE VIII - APPEAL MECHANISMS
Section 1
There shall be a process of appeal for any decision affecting students, faculty,
or Dean.
Section 2 - Students
Appeal of decisions affecting students made by the School shall begin with the
Dean of the School, and if necessarr, proceed to the Provost of the College.
Section 3 - Faculty
Appeal of decisions affecting faculty made by the School, shall begin with the Dean
of the School, and if necessary, may proceed to the full faculty of the School and/or
the Provost of the College .
Section 4 - Dean
Appeal of decisions affecting the Dean, ma de by the School, may begin with the faculty
of the School or proceed directly to the Provost of the College for resolution.

A~ticle VIII, Se~tion 5 - Co~•t
Section 5
In non-academic matters the appeal process may be extended to include the
P:cesident of the College and the Board of Trustees.

1l

Approved by the facult y of the
School of Education and
Human Development
Sept e mber 15, 1981

ROLLINS COLLEGE
School of Education and Human Development

STATEMENT OF POLICY ON FACULTY EVALUATION FOR REAPPOINTMENT
PROMOTION, AND GRANTING OF TENURE

The criteria below apply to permanent full-time graduate
faculty reappointment, promotion, and the granting of tenure.
These criteria are to be used as guidelines to evaluate a faculty
member's work and professional contribution consistent with the
goals of the School of Education and Human Development and Rollins
College.

Definitions of Criteria
1.

Teaching.

An effective teacher will demonstrate the ability:
a.

to organize, articulate, and clarify knowledge and/or
skills for professional practice;

b.

to stimulate student intellectual curiosity and encourage
independent inquiry to advance the profession;

c.

to prepare and continually work to improve courses
which meet student needs and professional standards;

d.
2.

to evaluate learning constructively.

Advising.

An effective advisor will demonstrate the ability:
a.

to develop an academic plan of study that is consistent
with the students' professional goals and the quality
criteria of professional practice;

b.

to confer periodically with advisees to evaluate their
progress in achieving their academic goals.

3.

Professional Activities.
An effective faculty member will demonstrate professional

development through:
a.

post-degree study and/ or advanced studies;

b.

academic and non-academic consultative activities

c.

participation in professional seminars, institutes,
clinics, or workshops;

d.

self-education by study, travel or other means;

e.

professional presentations to groups in public or
private institutions;

4.

f.

community activities, including volunteer service;

g.

participation and leadership in professional organizations;

h.

academic and non-academic recogniti~ns and honors.

Research, Writing, and Publication.
An effective faculty member will demonstrate the ability to:

a.

conduct research which is published in appropriate
professional refereed journals;

b.

prepare manuscripts which are published 1n newspapers,
other professional journals, or books;

c.

present scholarly papers at meetings of professional
societies;

d.

develop and write grant proposals which are subsequently
funded;

e.

do systematic research using academically and professionally
accepted methodologies.

.

,

'

.
5.

Personal and Professional Adjustment to the Overall
Goals of the School.

An effective faculty member will demonstrate professionalism by:
a.

developing and maintaining effective interpersonal
relationships with colleagues to foster a constructive
working climate conducive to achieving the goals of the
school;

b.

demonstrating a loyalty and willingness to further the
development of the programs of the School.

6.

Program Development.

An effective faculty member will actively participate:
a.

in the planning, implementation and periodic review
of professional programi and projects which contribute
directly to the benefit of his / her' cluster and the School;

b.

in the recording and reporting of effective professional
practice and research.

7.

Committee Work.
The effective committee member will demonstrate the ability:
a.

to contribute to the accomplishment of the assigned task
of the committee;

b~

to assume leadership roles within the committee either
as a member or as chairperson;

c.

(if elected chairperson) to assume the responsibility
for completion of the committee's task;

d.

to analy ze and evaluate the performance of peers when
serving on faculty evaluation committees.

Re appointm e nt, Promotion, and Te nure Procedures
I.

Candidate's Re s ponsibilitie s
A.

Candidates for promotion or tenure have the responsibility for
initiating that process by notifying the Dean of the School.

B.

Candidates for reappointment, promotion or tenure have the
responsibility for providing documentation of effectiveness
based on the criteria listed in this document and submitting
such to the chairperson of his / her committee.

II.

Committee Structure
A.

The committee shall consist of five members: four voting
faculty members and a non-voting chairperson.

B.

The chairperson shall normally

be the Dean of the School

of Education and Human Development.

A candidate may

request that either the Provost of the College or the Dean
of the Faculty serve as chairperson.
C.

The voting membership of the committee shall consist of:
1.

One full-time tenured faculty member elected from and by
each of the three clusters (administration, teaching and
learning, counseling) to serve for a one-year term.

If

any cluster has no tenured member, the cluster may elect
a non-tenured member.
2.

One member of the tenured Rollins faculty who is not a
member of the faculty of the School.

This member will

be appointed by the Provost of the College from a list
of five (5) nomine£s recommended by the permanent, fulltime faculty and the Dean of the School.
will serve a one-year term.

This member
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II I.

Committee Member's Responsibilities
A.

The Chairperson shall be responsible for:
1.

notifying the candidate and committee members of
the candidate and committee members of the
scheduled meeting times;

2.

notifying the candidate of deadlines for
submitting documentation of effectiveness;

3.

meeting with the candidate to discuss documenta tion and procedures;

4.

distributing the documentation to the committee
members and maintaining the confidentiality of
the file;

5.

chairing all meetings of the evaluation committee
and assuring that due process is observed;

6.

assuring that the statement of' the vote and rationale
of the committee, including minority reports when
needed, is formulated and distributed to the Dean
of the School and the candidate.

B.

The members of the committee shall be responsible for:
1.

reviewing the documentation submitted by the candidate,

2.

participating in all meetings of the coJTL~ittee,

3.

indicating their decision by registering his or her vote

4.

assisting in writing the committee and/or minority
reports.

IV.

Procedures of the Committee
A.

The evaluation committee shall meet to determine the
candidate's fitness for reappointment, promotion or
tenure based on the criteria stated in this document.

B.

The voting members shall vote to approve or not approve
the candidate's reappointment, promotion and/or tenure.
A majority vote is required for approval.

All committee

members must be present when a vote is taken.
C.

The voting members shall prepare a written statement of
the vote and rationale of the committee, including
minority reports when needed.

This will constitute the

official committee recommendation, copies of which will
be transmitted to the Dean of the School and to the
candidate.
D.

Following the distribution of the committee report,
the chairperson shall call a meeting of the committee
if so requested by the candidate or the Dean.

E.

The committee recommendation shall be transmitted to
the Dean who will assure its timely transmittal to the
Provost.

F.

The time schedule of the committee requires that:
1.

documentation from the candidate be submitted by
September 15;

2.

the recommendation of the committee shall be transmitted by December 15.

'

.

Reappointment, Pro~otion and Tenure Poli c ies
A.

Reappointment of all probationary faculty shall be based
on the individual's having provided satisfactory documen tation of effectiveness to the appropriate evaluation
committee; the committee should be convinced of the
continued need in the School and its programs for the
individual's service, should anticipate the continued
effective performance of that service, and should have a
reasonable expectation that the equivalent or better
performance will continue, consistent with professional
growth and academic responsibility.

B.

Term faculty - evaluation of faculty members on term
appointments will be based on the specific duties outlined
in their contract of employment.

No reappointment may

be made without a written evaluation of performance.
C.

Criteria for recommendation for tenure and promotion of
faculty members outside of the established procedures
of the School of Education and Human Development requires
the concurrence of a majority of the tenured faculty of
the School of Education and Human Development.

D.

Candidates for associate professor will have earned an
Ed.D. or Ph.D. degree; will have at least four years
full-time teaching experience at a university or four ~
year college, two of which must be in the School of
Education and Human Development; and will have demon strated effectiveness in all criteria for the granting
of reappointment, promotion and tenure.

E.

Candidates for full professor ~ill have earned an
Ed.D. or Ph.D. degree; will have at least seven years
full-time teaching experience at a university or fouryear college, five of which must be in the School of
Education and Human Development, and will have demonstrated effectiveness in all criteria for the granting
of reappointment, promotion and tenure, with increased
emphasis in research and publication.

F.

Eligibility for tenure will be limited to faculty members
with rank of associate professor or above and shall be
granted only after a minimum of five (5) years of fulltime teaching experience at the Assistant Professor level
or above, four (4) years of which must be at Rollins College.

G.

Failure to receive tenure by the end of the seventh (7th)
contract year at Rollins College will result in the
termination of employment at Rollins College.

H.

A faculty member may defer consideration for promotion
by submitting a statement of intent to the Dean
independent of length of service at Rollins College or
previous to Rollins College experience.

I.

A faculty member may defer consideration for tenure to
a maximum of seven years of service at Rollins College.
In those situations where a candidate has taught elsewhere
previously and been granted credit for such service, a
faculty member may choose to count or not count such
service ..

Upon applying for tenure a candidate should

. .. ,

'

indicate years of service.

Those candidates opting not

to count service at another institution should inform the
Dean of his or her intent to defer consideration each
year they are eligible.

J.

In order to insure continued high levels of professional
performance, tenured faculty will be evaluated at five
year intervals.

K.

Dismissal of a tenured faculty member may be recommended
by the evaluating committee utilizing criteria delineated
in the College By Laws.

,
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CALE~DAR

Probationary Due Dates
Feb. 1 for 1st reapp.
Nov. 15 for 2nd reapp.
June 1 of preceeding year on 3rd and subsequent reappts.

Tenured Promoti~n Due D~te
Promotion June 1
draft report and recornm. submitted to candidate
2 weeks before due dates

Notification Dates
Reappoint - Mar 1 of any probationary year
Non-reappt. - Mar 1 of 1st prob. year
Dec 15 of 2nd prob. year
Sept 1 of 3rd prob. year and subsequent year

Tenure
Sept. 1 of final probationary year

'
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ROLLINS COLLEGE LIBRARIES
BYLAWS OF THE LIBRARY FACULTY

ARTICLE I
GENERAL GOVERNANCE
The Bylaws are established by the faculty of the Rollins College
Libraries. They are adopted in accordance with the All-College
Bylaws, and conform with the policies issued by the Rollins College
Board of Trustees.
ARTICLE II
FACULTY MEMBERSHIP
I.

The voting members of the faculty of the libraries include all
those librarians appointed to the Rollins College Libraries
whose primary responsibility is to perform the duties of a
professional libr.arian. 1 For the purposes of these Bylaws a
professional librarian is defined as someone who holds a graduate
library degree from an American Library Association accredited
program.

II.

The Director of Libraries shall be a faculty member by virtue
of her/his position as Director.
ARTICLE III
RESPONSIBILITIES

I.

The purpose of the Rollins College Libraries is to provide
library services for the entire College. It shall be the
responsibility of the library faculty to engage in those professional library activities necessary to carry out this
purpose.2

II.

The Library faculty shall participate in the All-College
governance process by serving on the appropriate committees
and by establishing liaison relationships.

1 .see Appendix 2, "Library Departmental Responsibilities Peer Review
Form," which outlines main library faculty duties.
2 Article. VIII, Section I, Criteria, describes library faculty
duties in full.
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ARTICLE IV
MEETINGS OF THE FACULTY
I.

Regular Meetings.
The library faculty shall meet at regular intervals as a
committee of the whole. The Director of Libraries or her/his
designate shall preside at all faculty meetings. Minutes of
these meetings constitute an official record of all decisions
voted by the faculty.

II.

Special·Meetings.
Special meetings of the faculty may be called by the director
or by any other faculty member with 24 hours notice.

III.

Quorum.
A quorum for a library faculty meeting shall consist of a
majority of the voting members.
ARTICLE V
FACULTY RECRUITMENT AND APPOINTMENT

I.

All full-time library faculty shall be recruited through a
national search. All new library faculty must hold a graduate
degree in library science from an ALA-accredited institution.

II.

A search committee consisting of four faculty members shall be
constituted when necessary. Two members shall be elected from
the library faculty and two appointed from outside the library
faculty by the Provost from a list of nominees selected by the
library faculty. The committee shall be chaired by one of the
library faculty.

III.

The committee shall make a recommendation to the Director of
Libraries from the candidate pool and upon acceptance by the
Director the nomination shall be forwarded to the Provost.
No prospective faculty member shall be appointed who does not
receive the majority vote of the library faculty.
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ARTICLE VI
ADMINISTRATION
I.

The Director of Libraries shall be an administrative appoint ment with appropriate faculty rank.

II.

Recruitment of the Director shall be through a national search.
The search committee shall consist of one faculty member from
each of the three other units of Rollins College (i.e. the
College, the Crummer Graduate School of Business, and the
School of Education and Human Development), two members of the
library faculty, and a student representative.
The chairperson
shall be from the Library faculty.
Each faculty shall select
their representative(s) to the search committee, and the student
representative shall be appointed by the President of the
student body.

III.

No prospective Director of Libraries shall be appointed who does
not receive a majority vote of the library faculty.

IV.

The committee nomination with faculty approval will be forwarded to the Provost.

V.

The initial appointment for a Director of Libraries shall not
exceed three years.

VI.

Responsibility for the performance of the Direritor and evaluation of that performance rests with the Provost with appropriate input from the various constituencies of the library
and the library faculty.

ARTICLE VII
ADMINISTRATIVE RESPONSIBILITIES
I.

The Director shall have the administrative responsibility for
implementing and overseeing the application of nationally
accepted standards of librarianship to the processes and procedures of the normal everyday functioning of the library.

II.

The Director shall have the administrative responsibility for
planning, implementing and overseeing the programs of the
libraries on campus.

III.

The Director shall have the responsibility for the preparation
and management of the budget of the libraries.

IV.

The Director shall discharge other duties appropriate to the
office.
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ARTICLE VIII
FACULTY EVALUATION

I.

Criteria.
Academic librarianship requires that the library faculty have
a thorough knowledge of the nationally-accepted standards of the
library profession, and the ability to interpret and apply these
standards for maximum development of library resources and services
appropriate to Rollins College.
The basic concept behind the ideal of "good librarianship" is
the understanding of how information is organized, the expression
of this organization in the physical housing of the collection,
and the efficient retrieval of information. In applying and teaching the understanding of the organization and retrieval of information, the academic librarian fully participates in the educational
processes of the College.
The evaluation criteria for library faculty are the same as
those of other faculties in so far as they measure participation in
the educational process. They differ only to the extent that they
describe librarianship.
All of the following criteria will be applied to all library
faculty for the purposes of reappointment, promotion and tenure in
varying degrees and weights depending upon the type of evaluation
for which the faculty member is being considered: library departmental responsibilities, instructional support, advising, service,
and professional development.

A.

Library Departmental Responsibilities. Each library faculty
member has specific responsibilities of academic librarianship. These responsibilities constitute a major portion of
the areas in which the individual librarian contributes- to
the educational mission of the College. All are expected
to demonstrate a thorough understanding of professional
standards and the mastery of professional skills necessary
to the application of those standards. The Library Departmental Responsibilities Peer Review Form (Appendix 2) provides a checklist of professional skills.

B.

Teaching Effectiveness. The members of the library· faculty
recognize the importance of the teaching function in academic
librarianship. They believe that every student at Rollins
College should know how to make effective use of the library
collection and services, and they work toward this goal
through a varied teaching program. The range of teaching
activities for each individual will vary according to his/her
departmental responsibilities. Any one faculty member may
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be engaged in teaching a course related to the use of the
library, teaching a course in a subject specialty, team
teaching, individual class lectures relating to specific
subject areas or to general knowledge of the library, and
supervision of independent studies .
C.

Instructional Support. Professional activities of library
faculty may include one or more services which provide
direct instructional support to both faculty and students .
These may include bibliographic appointments in support of
a specific course or papers, reference services including
data-base searches and interlibrary loan, and preparation
of exhibits and/or bibliographies for special or specific
occasions.

D.

Advising. Traditionally,
College have participated
man advisors. This is an
those who are selected to

E.

Service.
It is expected that library faculty members demon strate commitment to the Library and to the College educational and philosophical goals through committee work and
through College and community service.

F.

Professional Development. All library faculty members are
expected to demonstrate continuing commitment to the library
profession by participation in and contribution to its
activities. These include membership in professional organi zations, continuing education, publication and/or presentation of papers, professional development leaves including
the sabbatical, and consultantship.

G.

Documentation of Service and Professional Development.
1. Documentation to include any or all of the following
kinds of evidence is expected:
a. Supporting evidence prepared by the candidate.
b.
Reference letters solicited by the candidate or
volunteered.
2. Documentation will normally include only the period
since the candidate's last evaluation with exceptions
granted by the evaluation committee in recognition of
unusual or extenuating circumstances.

H.

Service/Professional Development Minimum Requirement. The
candidate must fulfill a minimum of four of the twelve components of the Service and Professional Development sections,
i ncluding at least one from each of the two sections. See
appropriate section for listing of components .
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library faculty members at Rollins
in the advising process as freshappro~riate faculty activity for
do so.

I.

Promotion to Full Professor. A combination of the following
categories which would present a distinguished whole must
be fulfilled for a library faculty member to be considered
for promotion to a full professorship at Rollins:
1. Performance.
a. Distinguished performance of Library departmental
duties as recognized through department peer evaluation and campus-wide recognition by Rollins faculty,
administration, staff, and students.
2. Teaching Effectiveness.
a. Recognition of excellence in teaching activities.
3. Committee Work.
a. Active committee work on library association at the
state, regional, and/or national level.
b. Active committee work in non-library academic
organizations.
4. Research.
a. Appropriate research leading to publication or
recognition within the profession.
b. Appropriate research leading to recognition of distinguished performance of Departmental responsibilities
5. Publication.
a. Publication in major journals.
b. Publication of scholarly books and/or test books.
c. Publication of audio-visual materials.

The College should realize that meeting the above criteria while
wo rking a 12-month contract presents a problem for the library
department. Other faculty automatically receive a nine-month contract. An occasional suspension of summer duties would allow library
faculty to pursue individual research interests.
II.

Procedure.
A.
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General Considerations. Evaluation procedures for library
faculty enable the College to assess the degree to which the
faculty member contributes to the fulfiliment of the mission
of the library. Each faculty member's job description guides
his/her work. Each job description will be developed in
consultation with the library director and approved by the
faculty of the whole. Library faculty members must constantly
·address the need for balance between quality and quantity of
contribution to the library system. The evaluation procedure
relates directly to the duties of the faculty member as outlined in the job description. This document determines the
relative weight given to each of the six criteria for
evaluation (library departmental responsibilities, teaching
effectiveness, instructional support, advising, service, and
professional development).
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The evaluation procedure provides the faculty member
with the opportunity to demonstrate to the Evaluation Committee the nature and extent of her/his contribution to the
overall library system. The Evaluation Committee may then
concur or dissent from the assessment as presented by the
faculty member.
B. Faculty Evaluation Committee Structure.
1. The committee shall consist of five members, three from
the library faculty and two from outside the library
faculty.
2. The library faculty members serving on the committee will
consist of two tenured faculty members and one non- tenured
faculty member selected by a majority vote of the library
faculty. In the event of extenuating circumstances wherein the committee membership cannot be filled by library
faculty, the library faculty may elect full-time tenured
faculty members from the Rollins faculty as required to
complete the membership of the committee.
3. Members from outside the library faculty shall be one
faculty member from the Library Task Force selected by
the Task Force and *one faculty member appointed by the
provost from a list of three nominees prepared by the
librarians.
4. In addition, one alternate member shall be selected from
the library faculty to sit on the -committee when a committee member is scheduled for evaluation or is otherwise
unable to serve.
5. The term of service shall be one year for each member.
6 . After the committee members have been selected, the
Director of Libraries will call a meeting. At that meeting, the committee members will elect a chair.
C. Schedules for Evaluation. All faculty evaluation schedules
conform to that adopted under the All-College Bylaws .
D. Faculty Evaluation Procedure. To begin the procedure, the
faculty member prepares a file, assembling documentary evidence such as that indicated in Appendix 4. He/she also
forwards a cover letter and a copy of his/her job description with the file. The letter summarizes the contents of
the file, presents the faculty member's assessment of his /
her performance according to the general criteria outlined
in Article VIII, Section I, A- F, and provides the faculty
member's rationale for arriving at this assessment.

*In compliance with the All - College Bylaws .
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Early in its deliberations, the Evaluation Committee
meets with the library faculty member to provide an occasion
for a free exchange of questions and ideas. This occasion
also permits the Committee to offer constructive criticism,
with the aim of identifying the areas of potential growth.
The Evaluation Committee will then review the file,
assessing the library faculty member's performance according to the above criteria. In turn, it will make an overall
assessment. It will then forward its recommendations to the
Director of the Library. These recommendations and the overall assessments required from the Committee to support them
are as follows:
Recommendation
Reappointment
Grant Tenure
Promotion (below professor)
Professor

Overall Assessment*
Average to Outstanding
Above Average to Outstanding
Above Average to Outstanding
See Article VIII, Section I,
part I (eye)

In addition to the recommendations, the Committee will
provide a summary of the rationale used. This rationale must
show the relationship between the written evidence submitted
by the library faculty member and the Committee recommendations.
The Director of the Library will review the evaluation
report submitted by the Committee, and take appropriate action
as stated iri Section 4B2 of the All-College Bylaws.
E. Evaluation of Tenured Faculty. Faculty Evaluation Committees
are charged with the responsibility of encouraging improvement
in performance of library teaching responsibilities, teaching
effectiveness and all other areas of evaluation criteria. In
keeping with this obligation, the committees shall re-evaluate
each tenured member of the faculty at the end of his / her fourth
year of tenured service to the College and at intervals of
four years thereafter. The primary purpose of continued assessment shall be to encourage tenured members of the faculty to
reappraise their performances in search of greater effectiveness and to assist them in the identification and correction
of any deficiencies. Should the committee detect deficiencies
which are particularly significant or find that a tenured
faculty member is in extraordinary need of assistance, it may
initiate the evaluation proceedings at any time. If an evaluation committee concludes, after proper and deliberate proceedings, that a tenured member of the faculty should be dismissed,
it shall issue a formal report to the President recommending
dismissal and specifying the grounds for such recommendations.
In all cases the tenured faculty member shall be entitled to
all of the rights and safeguards stipulated herein or in the
all-College Bylaws.
*See Appendix 2, "Library Departmental Responsibilities Peer Review
Form" for definitions of terms.
10/ 6/ 82
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ARTICLE IX
METHOD OF AMENDING BYLAWS
Proposed amendments to the Bylaws must be agreed upon by a majority
vote of the library faculty, and be approved in accordance with the
All - College Bylaws.

10/6/82
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APPENDIX 1
DOCUMENTATION USED
IN EVALUATION
Listed here are the criteria for evaluation of library faculty.
Below each criterion are listed possible forms of documentary evidence which may be submitted to the evaluation committee for use in
evaluating library faculty members.
I.

Library Departmental . Resp·onsibil'i'ti·es. Documentation of performance includes: a review by each library faculty member
through a performance evaluation form (see Appendix 2), a
written self evaluation statement, and letters from colleagues
outside the library.

II.

Teaching Effectiveness. Consistent with the general criteria
expressed in the Faculty Bylaws, the library faculty recognizes
the importance of the teaching function. The following library
teaching responsibilities and means of evaluation represent the
full range of teaching activities in which a library faculty
. member may be involved. Individual library faculty members may
be involved in any or all of them, depending on their departmental responsibilities.
A. Structures, prepares and teaches courses relating to the
use of the library or to a subject specialty.
1. A course related to the use of the library
Criteria
a. Effectiveness of course
b. Planning of course

c. Classroom dynamics including lecture tech~
nique, student involvement, innovativeness.
d. Value of course .in
retrospect

10/ 6/82
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Documentation
Standard "Teacher Evaluation
Questionnaire"
Syllabus
Supporting materials
1. Bibliographies
2. Other handouts
Report on classroom visits
by peer faculty
Contact with students after
the course ends; may include
contacts with alumni

2. A course in a subject specialty as adjunct faculty in
another department or participating as a member of an
instructional team.
Criteria

Documentation

a. Effectiveness of subject
specialty course
b. Effectiveness of teamtaught course

Same evaluation used by
department in which course
is given
Team teacher evaluation,
same evaluation used by
department in which course
is given.

B. Prepares and presents class lectures related to specific
bibliographies, teaching of research methods and teaching
general knowledge of the library.
Criteria

Documentation

1. Orientation, presentation lecture
2. Classes related to a
specific subject
3. Research methods, to
include general know ledge of the library
4. Supervision of Independent Studies
lII.

Checklist for student
evaluation (See Appendix 3)
Instructor for whom you have
prepared class
Student evaluation form
(See Appendix 3) and
follow - up exercises
Copy of Proposal
Standard "Teacher Evaluation
Questionnaire" (optional)

Instructional Support. Conducts bibliographic appointments*,
general reference interviews, database search interviews, prepares exhibits and bibliographies for special occasions, prepares audio-visual aids.
Criteria

Documentation

A. Bibliographic appointments
B. General reference interviews
C . Interviews related to database searches
D . Exhibits
E . Bibliographies in support of
special or specific occasions
F. Audio-visual aids

Evaluation forms and follow-up
(See App. 4)
Evaluation forms (spot surveys)
(See App. 4)
User satisfaction with search
Bibliographies
Bib 1 iographies
The A-V materials themselves

*Appendix 5 describes bibliographic appointments .
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IV.

Advising. Criteria and standards applied will be those applied
to all freshman advisors.

V.

Service. Service consists of six components: participation in
professional and scholarly organizations, committee work, other
library service, other College service, community service, and
other.
A. All service activities, with the exception of community
service, must be directly related to the College and/or the
library. Community service must be clearly recognizable as
a public-spirited activity which will improve the reputation
of the College.
B. Participation in the proceedings of a minimum of one professional or scholarly organization is expected.
C. Election or appointment to a committee of the library or
other faculty involves the expectation that the representative take active part in the deliberations and related
actions. Particular notice will be given to any office held.
D. Other library service may include activities considered
especially noteworthy by the evaluation committee such as
the preparation of special reports, studies or proposals.
E. Other College service may include support of extra-curricular
activities.
F. Other activities include any not enumerated which reflect
to the credit of the individual and the College.
G. Documentation of service includes: supportive evidence submitted by the candidate and/or letters from colleagues outside the library.

VI.

Professional Development. Professional development consists of
six components: continuing education~ publication, presentation
of papers, receipt of grants and awards, consultantship, and
other.
A. Continuing education involves any of the following activities:
1. Participation in regularly scheduled job-related
course work.
2. Independent professional development activities requiring
approved leave.
3. Attendance at professional meetings, seminars or workshops.
4. Professional reading and general awareness activities
are expected.

10/6/82
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B. Publication is required of a candidate for the rank of
professor. This activity includes print, or combined print/
nonprint materials published, or accepted for publication.
1. The accumulated professional writing produced by the
candidate while a member of the library faculty should
include three journal articles, or three book chapters,
accepted for publication in a refereed or edited professional publication, or one published, scholarly book.
The following may be substituted for no more than two
of the required published articles.
2. One presentation at a national, state, or regional professional conference equals one published article in an
edited or refereed journal in fulfilling this criterion.
3. A substantial grant proposal, which is subsequently
funded, equals two journal articles in an edited or
refereed journal in fulfilling this criterion.
C. In addition to the above requirements the candidate will
show evidence of other activities which may fall in one or
more of the following categories.
1. Other writing.
2. Exhibits and papers.
a. College-sponsored exhibits with accompanying
bibliography (when a major College-wide event).
b. Exhibits outside the College with accompanying
documentation.
3. Work in progress will be evaluated by intradepartmental
peer evaluation, colleague evaluation from outside
Rollins and indications of publisher interest.

10/6/82
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APPENDIX 2
LIBRARY DEPARTMENTAL RESPONSIBILITIES
PEER REVIEW FORM
Rate the candidate using the descriptive scale below. A rating
of unsatisfactory or outstanding in several areas must be accompanied
by explanatory statements. This review form will serve as a basis
for discussion between the candidate and the evaluation committee.
Unsatisfactory. Performance clearly not acceptable.
Improvement essential. Consistently fails to meet
objectives.
Below Average. Marginal performance.
Often fails to meet objectives.
Average . Satisfactory performance.
Meets established objectives.

Not fully acceptable.
Fully acceptable.

Above Average. Overall performance is good.
meets objectives .

Consistently

Excellent. Excellent performance in many respects.
Contributes at an exceptionally high level.
Shows great promise.
Outs~anding .
I.

Performance superior in all phases of responsibility.

Library Departmental Responsibilities Peer Review Form
It is understood that some of the criteria may not apply to every
member of the faculty at all times . These are guidelines which
should be used in measuring the candidate's contribution as he/she
carries out his/her library departmental responsibilities.

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

A. Application of Professional Skills
Descrintor
Standards
Derronstrates knowledge of
the area of specialization
Is kna.vledgeable in areas
beyond specialization.
Applies the techniques and
skills necessary to accanplish the work of the
department .
Demonstrates initiative and
ability in identifying
prcblerrs and developing
solutions.
Is alert to new methods and
technological developments.

*Not applicable or not observed.

NIA*

Appendix 2
(cont.)
B.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

Application of Administrative Skills

Standards
Establishes objectives for
the department consistent
with the overall goals of
the library.
Sets priorities and implements systaIS to accorrplish
routine tasks.
Deoonstrates ability to
train, supervise and impartially evaluate staff
meubers.
Coordinates departmental
responsibilities with other
areas of the library.
Delegates . authority as
appropriate.
Ccmmmicates goals , cbjectives, and priorities to
departmental staff.

C.

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

Descrintor

Application of Personal Skills

Standards
Deroonstrates dependability.
Makes balanced decisions .
Maintains a positive
attitude.
Derronstrates irmginative
thinking.
Devotes the appropriate
time and effort necessary
to corrplete professional
tasks.
Makes constructive
criticisrrs and suggestions for irrprovement of the general
library system.

Descrintor

. NIA*

Date_________

lllNot applicable or not observed.
Begin explanatory statements here:
10/6/82
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Signed

---------------

APPENDIX 3
TEACHING EFFECTIVENESS
The staff of Mills Memorial Library and the Bush Science Library
would appreciate your cooperation in completing this form.
The completed form will serve the dual purpose of (1) creating a record of
student assessment of library faculty teaching performance and (2)
serving as a guide to the library faculty in improving their class
presentations.
Please return the completed form to
Class
Date

Professor

--------- Library

Faculty Member

Completed by

(Optional, if student)

Score this presentation by circling the number that corresponds
to your rating. Please support ratings (1) and (5) with specific
comments.
( 5) Very Good
1.

2

3

1

4

3

2

1

4

3

2

1

4

3

2

1

2

1

Encouragement of questions.
5

6.

4

Appropriateness and clarity of handouts.
5

5.

(1) Very Poor

Achievement of objectives.
5

4.

(2) Poor

Clearly-stated objectives of this presentation.
5

3.

( 3) Satisfactory

Thorough preparation and knowledge of subject matter.
5

2.

(4) Good

4

3

What is your overall evaluation of this presentation?
5

4

2

3

1

Please comment below on items you rated (1) or (5).
.reverse if necessary.

10/6/82
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Continue on

APPENDIX 4
ROLLINS COLLEGE LIBRARIES EVALUATION
Rollins College library faculty would appreciate your taking a
short time to fill out this form. Evaluations like this help us
improve services and will be used as part of the faculty evaluation
process.
Please deposit this evaluation in the box provided.

Library faculty msnber ____________________ Date _ _ _ __
.,

Rate the presentation by checking the appropriate coltmm.
Very
1. General kna;vledge of the

("...-vyi

("'...-vyi

library and its infonna- .
tion sources.

~!'l·Hc::i'!'l

V

p(V\,..

Very
prv:"I,..

,,.,

2. Is this librarian easy
to approach?
3. Ability to shov students
ha.v to use library
materials.

Carments :

-------------------------------

- - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . ·< Ji{;?,,

.
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APPENDIX 5
Bibliographic Assistance Interview
Bibliographic assistance interviews are part of the teaching
-- ·: :
program providing individual instruction in specific library skills
-~
to students by appointment. Library faculty members in the Reference
Department and in Bush Science Library orient the student to basi~
bibliographic and reference resources of the library. The appoint ment begins with a brief discussion of the subject matter of the · · ·..::.:· .-:!::__';
student's research project. Then comes a discussion of what he/she
has done prior to the appointment and his/her expression of the·-: :. ! ::i "<< ~
central problem posed by the project. This discussion aids the
library faculty member in determining what emphasis the interview
will have.
,.
The library faculty membe.r · cho·oses from · all the sources and
tools available in the library. Defining or narrowing the subject
of the project might require broader ~nowledge of encyclopedias,
biographical dictionaries, and other handbooks and guides to a
specific discipline. The student may need more specific knowledge
of how to locate book and non-book materials, how to use the card
catalog, how to do a subject search, or the relation of the Library
of Congress Subject Headings to the card catalog and other indexes.
The -library faculty member may emphasize knowledge of the periodical
literature in the subject, periodical indexes, and union lists
(both national and local). The student may need information about
general bibliographies (i.e. Books in Print, Subject Guide to Books
in Print, National Union Catalog). The library faculty member
emphasizes that materials not available at Rollins may be available through Interlibrary Loan (both photocop i es of articles,.. an,d
books) and explains the steps necessary to begin the Interlibrary
Loan procedure.
Finally; the library faculty member emph_a sizes that the student
should return for further help as needed .

10/6/82
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FACULTY BYLAWS
ROY E. CRUM MER GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

ARTICLE

I.

GENERAL GOVERNANCE.

These Bylaws are established by the faculty of the Roy E. Crummer Graduate School
of Business of Rollins College. Authority to create these Bylaws 'is granted by the Board of
Truste·es through the General Bylaws of Rollins College.
ARTICLE

IT.

Section 1.

Full Time Faculty.

FACULTY MEMBERSHIP.

Any individual who has a fulltime appointment at the rank of Instructor, Assistant
Professor~ Associate Professor, or Professor shall be a member of the faculty of the
Crummer Graduate School of Business. A faculty member has the right to attend faculty
meetings, is_entitled to vote on all matters pertaining to the faculty and possesses all the
usual rights and privileges accorded faculty members.
Section 2.

The Dean.

The Dean of Crummer shall be a faculty member by virtue of his position as dean.
Section 3.

President of MBA Association.

The President of the MBA Association has the right to attend faculty meetings but
does not have the right to vote.
Section 4.

Part Time Faculty.

Adjunct and other part time faculty have the right to attend faculty meetings but do
not have the right to vote.
ARTICLE

III.

FACULTY RESPONSIBILITIES, RIGHTS AND DUTIES.

Section 1.

Academic Programs.

The faculty of Crummer Graduate School of Business shall:
A.

Prescribe the qualifications for admission to all its programs of instruction;

B.

Devise and approve a curriculum of study for each program;

C.

Establish academic requirements for pursuit of these studies;

O.

Prescribe the requirements for graduation from its programs of instruction and shall
nominate and recommend to the Board of Trustees candidates for all degrees and for
all other diplomas to be issued upon satisfactory completion of courses of study;

E.

Fix the calendars for all its academic programs.

Bylaws, .._
Saction 2.

Committees.

The faculty of Crummer Graduate School of Business shall:
A.

Elect representatives of the School to any committees of the College;

B.

Elect any committees of the School.

Section·3.

New Positions.

The faculty of Crummer Graduate School of Business shall vote on candidates for
the dean and all fulltime faculty positions.

ARTICLE

IV.

Section 1.

Regular Meetings.

MEETINGS OF THE FACULTY.

The faculty shall meet at least once per semester in regular session during the
academic year. The dean or his designate shall preside at all faculty meetings.
Section 2.

Special Meetings.

Additional meetings of the faculty may be called by the dean or by any other faculty
member.
Section 3.

Quorum.

A quorum for any mee t ing of the faculty shall consist of a simple majority of the
voting faculty of the School.
FACULTY RECRUITMENT AND APPOINTMENT.

ARTICLE

V.

Section 1.

Full Time Faculty.

Full tim e faculty shall be recruited through a national search. After the search a pool
of candidates will be interviewed by faculty and a recommendation forwarded to the Dean.
Upon accepta nce by the Dean, the nomination shall be forwarded to the Provost. No
prospect ive faculty member sh a ll be appointed who does not receive at least a majority vote
of the facul ty .
Section 2.

The Dean.

Rec r uit ment of the Dean shall follow the same process as that for full time faculty
e xc e pt th at the recommendation of the faculty shall be directly to the Provost. No
prospe cti ve de an shall be appointed who does not receive at least a majority vote of the
faculty .
Section 3.

Term of Appointment.

The term of initi a l appointment for a faculty member or de an shall not exceed three
ye a rs.

tlY 1aws, .>.

ARTICLE

VI.

FACULTY EVALUATION.

Section 1.

Purpose.

Faculty evaluation shall serve two functions:
1)

Evaluation is a means of monitoring individual performance for allocating the merit
p'Ortion of salary increases, promotion and tenure;

2)

Evaluation is a feedback process which provides a faculty member and the School with
an incentive and method for improvement.

Section 2.

Process.

The evaluation process shall be characterized as "Management by Objectives: Results
and . Rewards." The basis of the process is an annual written agreement between the
faculty member and the Dean stating mutually agreed upon objectives and rewards over a
::fa five year period. Although each faculty member is expected to be active in all professional
areas, particular areas may receive more attention in the objective/reward process.
The School will establish a committee of faculty to serve as a peer review board.
After the Dean and the individual faculty member reach agreement (or deadlock) on setting
objectives and rewards, the case will be reviewed by the Committee, which then will make a
recommendation for adoption or modification. At the time of the annual review the
Committee will evaluate the professional accomplishments and teaching performance of
each faculty member. Recommendations for contract renewal, promotion and tenure will be
made to the Dean based upon the degree to which the objectives stated in the agreement
have been achieved.

c/2,lh; le

Section 3. Peer Review Committee.
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The Peer Review Committee shall consist of ...tRPee- senior faculty members who are
tenured. They will be elected for three year terms with one term expiring each year.
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Section 4.

Criteria.

Four categories of criteria shall serve as the basis for evaluation and reward. Each
faculty member should, if possible, be active in each of the four areas, although individual
faculty may wish to emphasize certain areas. The categories are:
A.

Teaching. Evaluation of teaching performance should include student evaluations, use
of appropriate, innovative teaching methods, use of state of the art techniques.

B.

Professional Service. Evaluation of professional service should include publications in
journals, publication of textbooks, presentations at conferences and holding official
positions in professional organizations.

C.

Community Service.
Evaluation of community service should include consulting
services offered through the School, seminars and conferences sponsored by the School
and holding positions · of responsibility in the community which are agreed to be
important to the School.

s--•laws\
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D.

College Service. Evaluation of college service should include service on committees,
chairing committees and performing special services for the College.

Section 5.

Standards.

The following standards are deemed appropriate for each rank:
A.

Instructor.
The entering position at Crummer should be Instructor; any faculty
member who does not hold a doctorate or equivalent degree should enter at this rank
unless he is so distinguished in the field that his reputation is without question.

B.

Assistant Professor.
equivalen t degree.

C.

Associate Professor.
Qualification for Associate Professor should be those of
assistant professor plus a minimum of four (4) years full time teaching at a senior
institution at the assistant professor level, of which at least two (2) years have been at
Rollins, plus evidence of satisfactory progress in the criteria listed under "Criteria." .

D.

Professor. Qualification for Professor should be those of associate professor plus at
least five (5) years full time experience in a senior institution at the rank of associate
professor, plus evidence of exceptional performance in the criteria listed under
"Criteria." The rank of Professor should be bestowed only on those individuals with an
established reputation of _scholarly excellence as evidenced through a continuing
record of publication and who are expected to maintain that reputation in the future.

E.

Tenure.
Only under rare circumstances should an individual receive tenure with an
initial appointment at Crummer. Individuals who were tenured at their previous
institution may enter Crummer under a contract of a prescribed number of years, after
which they may be eligible for tenure. Qualifications for tenure should be those of
appointment to Associate Professor or Professor rank. The evaluation for tenure
usually will be made during the fifth year of teaching in the Crummer School. For
those who held tenure at another institution before coming to Rollins, the decision
may be made f!O sooner than the second year.

Section 6.

Qualifications for Assistant Professor should be the Ph.D. or

_Evaluation of Part- time Faculty.

The Dean shall evaluate all adjunct and part- time faculty. Evaluation shall be based
on performance of the duties outlined in the contract of employment.
Section 7.

Faculty Development.

As a means of achieving the goal of scholarly activity and encouraging faculty
improvement, the Crummer School promotes faculty development activities including:
A.

Attenda nce at professional associations. To the extent warranted by budget con stra ints, th e School should attempt to send each faculty member to at least one
profe ssi onal meeting per year. Per diem and travel allowance should be sufficient to
cover th e complete cost of the trip. Additional trips may be funded totally or
partially. Criteria to be considered in the decision to fund a trip should include
presentation of a paper, chairing a session, officer of the association, teaching
development or faculty recruitment.

;

Leave of Absence and Sabbatical. Faculty members who have attained tenure, hold
the rank of at least assistant professor and have five years of teaching service at
Rollins may apply for paid or unpaid leaves of absence. Each faculty member
requesting a paid leave of absence should present a proposal to the Dean outlining the
research or study to be completed during the period of absence. Approval should be
based on the merits of the proposal and the ability to staff the position in the absence
of the faculty member.
Faculty members requesting unpaid leaves of absence should present a proposal to the
Dean outlining the research or study to be completed. Approval should be based on the
merits of the proposal, the ability to staff the position, and the number of previous
leaves of absence by that faculty member.
Duration of leave and compensation during that period will be consistent with the
policy of the College.
C.

Research Grants. Faculty are encouraged to apply for research funding from external
sources such as the federal or state governments, and from internal sources such as
the Rollins Research Grant Fund and the Crummer Research Fund. Proposals to
external sources are subject to the guidelines of those agencies and the procedures of
Rollins College.

D.

Course Load Reduction. A faculty member may request a reduction in teaching load
of up to one course per semester. The request must be accompanied by a proposal
outlining the nature of the research project, book outline or course development.
Approval of the reduction will depend upon the merit of the proposal and the ability to
staff the necessary courses.

ARTICLE

VII.

OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION.

Section 1.

Responsibilities of the Dean.

The Dean shall have the following responsibilities:
A.

Overseeing, approving and evaluating all graduate programs and courses in business
administration offered by Rollins College;

B.

Preparation and management of the budget for the School and its affiliated
activities, including grants and contracts;

C.

With concurrence of the faculty, appointment, renewal and termination of faculty of
the School;

D.

With concurrence of the faculty, recommendation for rank, promotion and tenure for
all faculty;

E.

Adm ission, advisement and termination of all students to programs in Crummer;

F.

Pre paration of an Annual Report of the Roy E. Crum mer Graduate School of Business;

G.

Acquisition of resources and facilities to support the programs of the School;

H.

Maintenance of appropriate accreditation for programs of the School;

I.

Other Duties appropriate to the office.

Bylaws, <>&--

Section 2.

~

Other Officers.

With the concurrence of the faculty the Dean may appoint other Officers of
Administration of the School. With the concurrence of the faculty the Dean may establish
. administrative support positions.
ARTICLE

VIII. ADMINISTRATION EVALUATION

Responsibility for the performance of each administrative officer rests with that
officer's superior. Responsibility for the performance of the Dean of Crummer rests with
the Academic Vice President •. Faculty members should have direct, written and confidential
input into the evaluation of each officer of administration. This input should be requested
by the appropriate superior at least one month before the regular evaluation of each officer.
Administrative officers of the School include the dean, all assistant or associate deans, and
directors.
·
STUDENT GOVERNANCE.

ARTICLE

IX.

Section 1.

Cccurricular Activities.

The Roy E. Crummer Graduate School of Business shall provide cocurricular activities
for students. These activities shall include, but are not limited to, placement and alumni
relations programs, student governance, and student discipline.
Section 2.

'

Student Responsibilities.

Students are expected to abide by rules common to all Rollins students as established
by the Board of Trustees in the "Bill of Students' Rights, Responsibilities and Conduct."
Within the Crummer School student governance is determined by the MBA Association.
METHOD OF AM_ENDIN_G. BYLAWS.
b
,A/j h. ~ \ 6 ,r--- (,,._. h~l\o-.~t These Byla~ may be,,amended a t ~ time through vote of a sim~majority of the
faculty at a regu!arar special faculty meeti?tg of the Crummer faculty.

ARTICLE
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APPENDIX B
PATRICK AIR FORCE BASE BRANCH OF ROLLINS COLLEGE##
Faculty By-Laws
ARTICLE I.

Function.

The Patrick Air Force Base Branch of Rollins College was created to carry out
the academic functions of Rollins College at .Patrick Air Force Base and in the
Cocoa Beach-Melbourne area.

It exists as a separate entity within the struc-

ture of Rollins College under by-laws conforming with those of the College.

ARTICLE II.
A.

Faculty Responsibilities.

The faculty shall be responsible for providing instruction in the various
programs of the Branch.

B.

The faculty shall promote and engage in research activities to support the
function of the Branch.

C.

The faculty shall recommend all new degrees and / or degree programs to the
Rollins College faculty for approval.

D.

The

faculty

shall have

the

responsibility

for

the

governance of

the

Branch.
E.

The faculty shall engage in professional service beneficial to Patrick Air
Force Base and to the community to the maximum extent possible.

ARTICLE III.

Appointment to the Faculty.

Appointment to the faculty shall result from a collaborative process involving
the faculty and the Director of the Branch.

.JVED BY THE ALL COLLEGE FACULTY, MAY 17, 1982.
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A.

The faculty shall be responsible for determining the need and conducting

the search for each faculty position.
B.

The faculty shall review candidates and transmit to the Director their
recoumendation for appointment.

C.

The Director shall confirm candidates for faculty positions and forward to
the Provost names of candidates considered qualified for appointment.

D.

Faculty members shall be recomm7nded for appointment only with approval of
the majority of the voting faculty of the Branch and the Director.

ARTICLE IV.

Faculty Status.

Teaching faculty shall be appointed to the Patrick Air Force Base Branch of
Rollins College on the following basis.

A.

Permanent full-time faculty.

Faculty possessing academic rank and filling

a tenure- track position who may serve on any committee and vote on all
matters requiring a faculty vote.
B.

Term fu 11- time faculty.

Faculty possessing academic rank and appointed

for a specific period of time.

Such faculty may have the possibility of

becoming a permanent full-time faculty member and may serve on committees
and vote on matters requiring a faculty vote excluding

the promotion

and / or tenure of a permanent full - time faculty member.
C.

Adjunct faculty.

Faculty possessing no academic rank and appointed as

members of the teaching faculty on a need basis.
committees

of

the

They may serve on some

Branch but not vote on matters of policy,

faculty

appointment or tenure.
D.

Teaching faculty at the Branch shall be contracted at salaries consistent
with the salary schedule approved for the Rollins College faculty.
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ARTICLE V.

-

Faculty Evaluation.

The faculty will assume responsibility for initiating and implementing the
evaluation procedure for the members of the faculty at the Branch.
B.

Criteria for the reappointment, tenure and promotion of permanent fulltime faculty shall be based on the following minimum considerations.
1.

Teaching effectiveness.

2.

Research, writing and publication.

3.

Personal

and

professional

contribution

to

the

overall

goals

of

Rollins College and to the Branch.

C.

4.

Academic advising.

,.

Professional activities outside of the Branch.

6.

Program development.

Criteria for full-time faculty evaluation will be in accordance with the
duties outlined in the contract of employment at the Branch.

J.

Criteria for adjunct faculty evaluation will be in accordance with the
duties outlined in the contract of employment.

ARTICLE VI.
Section 1.
A.

Administration.
Status and Appointment of the Director.

The Director shall be a permanent member of the faculty of the Patrick Air
Force Base Branch of Rollins College.

B.

The Director shall be appointed by the President of Rollins College upon
recommendation of the Provost and affirmative vote of the faculty of the
Branch.

C.

The Di rec tor sha 11 be appointed for the term agreed upon by the President
and the Director.

Section 2.

Responsibilities of the Director.

ff'(}
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A.

The Director shall be responsible

for

the

following

functions at

the

Branch.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

L

Planning, implementing and evaluating all programs and courses.

2.

Recommending appointment, renewal, and termination of all faculty.

3.

Recommendation for rank, promotion and tenure of all faculty.

4.

Admission, advisement and termination of all students.

5.

Maintenance of appropriate professional standards to insure program
accreditation.

6.

Preparation and management of the budget.

7.

Acquisition of resources and facilities to support the programs of
the Branch.

8.

Such other functions as may be directed.

Section 3.

A.

Evaluation of the Director.

The permanent faculty members of the Branch shall evaluate the Director in
the fulfillment of these responsibilities consistent with existing admin-

I
I

istrative policies of Rollins College.

tion wi 11 be forwarded to the Provost and wi 11 be a major factor in the
process of reappointment of the Director.

ARTICLE VII.

I

Section 1,
A,

·1- _

,·.I ·.
.

The results of the faculty evalua-

Governance.
Policy Structure.

Policy for the Branch shall be set by the faculty and the Director, meet1ng as a body in regularly scheduled or sp~cial meetings.

S~ction 2.

Faculty Chair.

.

A.

The faculty shall elect a member of the permanent full - time faculty to
chair all meetings, as well as to provide agenda and minutes of all meetings.

I
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B.

The Faculty Chair shall be assisted in the performance of his / her duties
by such other elected officers as may be considered appropriate.

Section 3.
A.

Committees.

Committees shall be established by the Director and / or faculty to facilitate the formation of policy and procedures for the Branch.

The responsi-

bilities and authority of each committee shall be as set forth in the
initiating directive.

ARTICLE VIII.
Section 1.
A.

Meetings.

General.

The faculty, as a body, shall meet regularly at least once each term and
at such other

times as

considered appropriate by the Director of the

faculty.
Section 2.
1 - ••

Quorum.

A quorum shall consist of any number of members greater than one-half of
the voting members of the faculty.

ARTICµ: IX.

Appeal Mechanisms.

Written appeal of any decision affecti"ng students or faculty may be made
through due process.
A.

Students.

Appeal of decisions of the Branch affecting students shall

begin with

the Director,

and

if necessary,

proceed to the Provost of

Rollins College.
B.

Faculty.

Appeal of decisions of the Branch affecting faculty shall begin

with the Director, and if necessary, may proceed to the full faculty of
the Branch and / or to the Provost of Rollins College.
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C.

In non-academic matters the appeal process may be extended to include the
President of Rollins College and the Bo~·r d of Trustees.

ARTICLE X.

~ethod of Amending By-Laws.

Recommendation for the abrogation er amendment of these by-laws shall be made
at any meeting of the faculty upon two-thirds vote of the faculty present and
voting.

Notice of the proposed amendment or amendments must be made at least

10 days prior to the meeting.

Final authority for by-law approval is vested

in the Rollins College faculty.

!,
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sj.Jace available basis when it is 111utually cHJrC1~d ttiv:. s uch purticiput.ior: is in Ui '~
rest interest of the program and an asset to corn111uni:_y reldtions.
c. The admission requirements to the variou s p; ·uq1·iln1s of Rollins Colle :J(::! i:!r,cJ
refund policy on withdrawal will be governed hy the: cutTE)nt star,durds and !JOcedun:s
for student admission and withdra1·:al at the 1nain ci11::pus as stattd in the current
sc hool catalog as it may be amended.
1

d. That average closs size shall he detennined at the discretion of Rollins
Colleye.
e.

Thq rate of tuition and fees for military st1;de nts enroll2J in the program

r1t Patrick Air Force Bas e shall not exceed the rate: charged the public at large.

f. That no committment can be made by
students or availablility of TA funds.

UH:!

./\it' Force on specific numbc·rs of

g. That duly signed TA forn~ will be dcccµted in lieu of cas h and bills for
v,i 11 be submitted with ori gi na l and three copies to Accounting and Finance
Division, Commercial Services, PAFB. Gills \\'ill !:ie itemized to include statement
c,f d1:1 rge for each i ndi vi dual.

rn

h.
!, c., 1 lins

That pay;r~nt of tuition u11d fee ~, by ::-,tl:de nts 11ill be n:,jde. directly to
College.

i. Requests for changes in tuition rates ,; iiould be- subm'itted in writing to
Educatio!1 '.;ervices Office r, Putrick /\fr Foi·ce f)ase, FL, w~th a 111ini1J1um lead
~i,;a.: o f s i x month s .

ti•. (:

J.
That a bulletin describing U1e pt'O \i t\ J ti:, ,":;!1i s s ·i0n r1.:q;; in~1ne11t.s, etc., v,ill
pt.lilislied by the Unive rsity tni· dist.ril;ul1()11 tu i'il rsor,'., i r,t.erest ~d in tl:E: pro:,irun1
'lid that 1·e visio1,s to bring the infonnation u11 Lu cilttc! wi'll bt= published fn:,111 ti:1 1\!
t.J time.

i i ,'

k. That r~ollins Co'Jlege n:prest:!ntative~. illct.Y nrJL l1av e ilC<..1.:ss to ~bdl!l1t'~
,·ecvr ds unle s s the individual Privacy /\ct rel2Jsc 1,tt''· u<:en obtrlin c d.

r. The pay rates, benefits and ba'> is for u,:1y· (i. e., nu111ber e;f hour s tnu')h t,
cJass size, etc.) for the on-base faculty and :; Laff s hould be co,nparable to t haL
i-cceive d on the 11:ain ca111pus.
111 .
Air Force personnel, both 111ilita·1·y dricl civi l se rvice, 111t.1 st have coinw.1nder
dpproval for off-duty employment 1vith l<ollins L'.n1lc<1e.

n. That enrollment is open to students v1itl1Dut regard to race, sex, religion,
color, or national origin.
o. That this memorandum of 1md~Jrstandi, q ·:1: 1·; be rp11r:1'-lfJd automatically on its
anniversary date, but can be ternrinated ti_y Eitl1ct pai-Ly t,po n 1-.:ritter. notice tc the
1

a

:as

x aw

1

party at least l?O d:1.ys prior U) c.he t1 ?r111i11 .iL ,<,11 11.Jt.e. T1:i .; 1:K'.muriJnduin 111 ;1 y
bt: c1 11iended at any time in 1..,riti11g by 111uLuctl a~p·c!r! t'ient ot the pdr·lie~. Should !;i·,e
pr-.:,gr-am he tei-n1inated. Rollins Col'it~gc in concert .vii.it l;atrid /\·:r f·orce l~ase 1vill
p:·u,, ide cour:selling service and assistance to r1ll 1A2r" :, onn1~l previously enrolled in
the program.
01i ,L'(
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REVISION OF BYLAWS
Article I.

Delete:

", the College Senate, and the Senate Council and their" (lines 7 and 8)

Substitute: ,."and minutes of its"
Delete: "and Senate" in line 9
(The amended sentence would read: The records of the
Faculty and minutes of its meetings shall always be
open for the inspection of any Trustee, and all
Faculty legislation shall be subject to approval or
revision of the Board.)
Article III. Delete: Section 5, Parts A and B
Change "Section 6 Fianl Authority" to "Section 5
Fianl Authority"
Substitute new first paragraph, · revise Sections A
through C, delete Sections D and E.
The final authority in all matters coming within
the jurisdiction of the Faculty shall rest in the
Faculty. The final authority of the Faculty shall be
subject to the following:
A. The President of the College has the power 9f
veto. If the President vetoes a measure passed by
the Faculty, he/she shall present his/her reasons
to the Faculty.
B. Should any measure so vetoed be reconsidered
and passed again by a majority of the Faculty,
enforcement of the measure shall stand suspended
until decided by the Board of Trustees.
C. When the Board of ·Trustees is required ': to
consider a measure, the Faculty shall have its
views submitted to the Board of Trustees by three
representatives elected from and by a majority of
the Faculty.
The Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees
exercising its customary powers of acting for the
whole Board between regular meetings shall be
requested by the President of the College or by
the Faculty representatives to meet as soon as
practicable.

2.

Article IV.

Meetings of the Faculty
Add introductory paragraph: Regular and special meet ings of the Faculty are attended by the Faculty, as
described in Article II, Section I. Administrative
officers without faculty rank may attend meetings but
shall not have the right .to vote. Student representatives may attend meetings to make reports to the Faculty or observe the proceedings if they have the permission of the presiding officer.

Section 2 - Delete:

"as provided by Article III, Section 6.

Add to Section 2: Special meetings of the Faculty may be called by
the President of the College, or in his/her absince, by the Provost.
A special Fa~ulty meeting shaii be called -by the President as soon·as
practicable upon receipt of a written petition signed by two-thirds
of the Faculty.
Delete - Section 3
Add new Section 3: All meetings of the Faculty shall be called by
the President of the College, or in his / her absence, by the Provost.
Delete - Section 5
Change current Section 6 to Section 5.
Delete in new Section 5:
the Senate."

"of the Senate, and of the Council of

Substitute: "and its connnittees."

3.

Article VIII.

Council on Academic Policies and Standards

Section 1 - Membership
The membership shall consist of the Provost, four
elected representatives from the School of Arts and Sciences,
one elected representative from each of the other schools,
and one elected representative from the Library.
Section 2 - Terms of Office
RepTesentatives of the Schools shall_ serve two-year terms.
Terms of office shall be staggered so that no more than four
new members join the Council in any year.
Section 3
The Council shall advise the Provost and the Rollins
I
'
Faculty
on matt,e rs relating to the general educational
policies of the College. It shall advise on the consonance
of all programs with the mission of the institution and on
the addition, extension or deletion of credit, non-credit,
and degree-granting programs.
A. A sub-council on library policy meets with the Director
of Libraries and advises on matters of l ,i brary policy and
recorrnnends on the allocation of the purchasing budget among
the Schools and their academic programs.
(

B. A sub-counci~ on computer services meets with the Director
of Computer Services and advises on matters of academic
computer service policy.

c.· The Council members, with the exception of the Provost, serve as
the College-wide Evaluation Review Committee as described in
Article X, Section 3, paragraph G.
D. The Council shall appoint four faculty members from different
divisions or Schools to serve as a Faculty Evaluation Review
Connnittee, as described in Article X, Section 3, paragraph H. The
Review Connnittee meets in the event that a faculty member wishes to
appeal the final recommendations of the evaluation committees.
Members of the Review Committee _shall be appointed for staggered
terms of two years and two alternate members shall be available to
replace members who may not participate in · an appeal hearing due to
prior involvement in the evaluation of the faculty member making the
appeal.
E. The Council shall act as a judicial body, under procedures
outlined in the AAUP Policy Documents and Reports, when serious or
recurring complaints are brought against a .member of the Faculty.
The Council shall recommend action to the President of the College.
When the Council is called upon to act as a judicial body any council
member may ask to be excused from the proceedings for personal reasons.

4.
No more than two faculty members of the Council may be excused
from the judicial body by request of the subject(s) of the
judicial proceedings. All excused Council members are to be replaced by alternates elected by the bodies which they represent.
The Provost participates in judicial sessions as a non-voting
member.
Section 4 - Vacancies
Should a faculty vacancy occur, the body represented by the
retiring member shall fill the vacancy at the next meeting of
the body.
Section 5 - Procedures
The Council shall elect a chair from among its elected
faculty representatives. Secretarial support for the Council will be
assigned from the staff of the Provost and minutes of the meetings
will be kept. The Provost shall be responsible for calling the first
meeting of the academic year and for establishing a schedule of
meetings for the full Council. The Chair of the Council shall call
meetings of the College-Wide Evaluation Committee.
Section 5 - Authority

(

Either the Provost or the Chair of the Council shall report
to the Rollins Faculty any important decisions or deliberations
and the Chair shall submit an annual written report to be kept on
file in the Office of the Provost. Unless otherwise stated in the
Bylaws, the Council shall determine its own procedures.

Be it resolved that:
The School- of Arts ans Sciences is composed of the following four
divisions; Humanities, Natural Sciences and Mathematics, Social Sciences,
Expressive Arts and Physical Education.

Rationale: Under the current governance system special representation
on the Senate and its committees is provided for the Library Faculty
and the Physical Education Faculty, since neither Faculty belongs to one
of the four divisions. Under the proposed system ~he Library Faculty
would belong to the general Rollins Faculty rather than to the School
of Arts and Sciences. The Physical Education Department would then
become the only department in the School without affiliation in a division.
For purposes of representation on various committees and councils it
seems feasible to include the P.E. Department with the Expressive Arts
Division. P.E. and the departments in the Expressive Arts Division have
many common concerns: recruitment of students with special talents,
awarding of skills-based scholarships, teaching at times other than
the usual class hours, need for special kinds of support, staff,
equipment, and supplies.

COUNCIL ON ADMINISTRATIVE AND BUDGET
Meets monthly or more often required
Membership (11)
Ex officio
President of the College
V.P. for Academic Affairs
V.P. for Business
V.P. for Development

- Elected
Four Arts and Science faculty
Three Associated Programs
faculty - Crunnner, Education,
and SCE.

Secretarial support for the Council will be assigned from the
staff of either the V.P. for Business or the V.P. for Development.

I

The Council consults on matters relating to the general administrative
policies of Rollins College and on matters relating to the College
budget. The Council reviews the structure of administrative responsibilities
and advises on the establishment of (new) required administrative
positions and the elimination of unnecessary ones; provides for the
evaluation of administrators and advises on professional development
for administrators; advises on policies relating to important support
services of the College such as the administrative computing and data
processing service, central word processing and copy service, bookstore,
food service, purchasing, physical plant, campus safety, and personnel;
advises on priorities in funding ongoing programs and operation (especially
funding faculty compensation) and on funding capital projects; participates
in short- and long-range planning; convenes and sets the adgenda for
regular meetings of the .Faculty of the College as a whole.
The seven faculty members will serve two-year terms staggered so that
no more than four new members join the Council in any year. One continuing second-year member from the faculty will chair the Council and
will chair all meetings of the Faculty of the College as a whole.
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GENERAL GOVERNANCE

As stated in the Trustee Bslaws, the Facults mas
adopt
for
its own
~overnment
such
PrinciPles a n d b~laws
as
shall seem d es irable to
promote efficiencs a nd to facilitate its work, Provided, how 0 ver, that
,,, 11
s. u ch
b \::! l i-3 ~.,, s
a n d Pr :i. n c j_ Pl E' '.::':'- ha l J
t:1 <-2
s 1..1 b ,.if: ct
to
th ff! r 1..1 J e ~=- ,
re~ulations, a nd reauirements as set forth bs the Board of Trustees or
from
time to time as chan~ed bs such Board, and P rovided fu rt her that
such bslaws and Principles set forth bs the Facults sha ll
n ot
be
in
violation of the constitution or bslaws of thi s corporation or an~ law
of the St a t e of Florida.
The records of the
Facults's
delib e ration s
and minutes of its meetin ~s shall be □ Pen for in spec tion.

L

The
standards s e t
forth
bs
the American Association of Univer sits
Professors as PU iJl ished in AAUP Polics Documents
and
ReP □ rtsr
1973
edition ,
wh e n
no t
in
conflict with
the
Collese Chart er, Tru s t ee
Bs l aws, and the s e Bslaws, s h all be
bind:i.nS
on
matters
of
academic
f r e .:c: d o m ,
c:: ;c· ~, n :i. ! ·1 t mc· n t ~,- ~
::; nd
accuun tab:i. l i t·::1.,

tiF:TlCL.E

11

Ft1CUL.TY
MEMBERSHIP AND SUFFRAGE

Th i:-:~

·fc.1Jlot,,1:i.n1.:.=;

:·; 11 a l l

com;-:-.-r :i. ~::.i::.'

-!:,hi:-:\

Fc=:cult. :::

of

F.:ollin::.

Col1E1 ;-;;e'J

shall

h-:::=ve
th e
ri!.:lh i·, t o
attt-ind
f r3 cults !Hf:'et:i.n,.c:s., to ·- .·ote on all rnr,,tt E,r·;;
Perta:i.n:i.ns ta t h 0 Facults, and unless
otherwise specified
in
these
Bslaws,
shall
P ossess al l
the usual r:i. Shts a nd Priv iles es accorded
·r- .;3 c u l t . ·,,! mcj mb e r <=; :_'.
I i:::: ;:~c.~h 1~J r· ·:: .

.::::t.

B.

1:..

h ,:.:,,

servins full-time under
rank
of
instru c tor

Libra r ians of° f a c u lts r a nk,

r

n"

th(:offi.Cf.·' 7'":,
Administrative and executive
of
with
facults
rank.
These off:i. cer~. ·::,-h,:,~11 not acoui rP
f.::;cul t·,,i t(-:-1nurP b<::i vi. rtue
of
th\c ir
administrative
or
e >; .-:_.,cu t :i. v e o f f i c e ~=. •
1

1

E.

Teachers appointed to Part - time Positions shall have the
risht to a ttend facult~ meetings but sh a ll not have the
ri!=.iht to vot t":' •

F,

Teachers servins in full-tim e off-campus Positions on an
annu a l contract who are
teachins
resularls
scheduled
classes
as
a Part of the Rollins curriculum for which
credii is siven toward a
de~ree
sh-3 l 1
vat.in s members of the F a cults,

For

administrative
Purposes the RnJ.lins Facults is divided into four
F a c 1..1 1 t i e ·:=:, !
T h e t'1 r t :"'.
S c i (? n c e ·::; i::· a c u 1 t.. Y ~
t h e C r u mmf.! r
G r a d u a t f:~
Business
Facult y, Th e CnntinuinS Education FacultH, a nd the Educ a ti o n
Hu ma n De velopmen t F~ c u lt s.
Th e f o llowin s shall compri s e
t he
F a cult s
of
e a ch
School~
s h a ll h a v e th e risht t □ attend th e Sch o ol's facult ~
mc~e t i n ,'.i ·cc• ? .=,; n d u n J ::::.> s ~; o t h P l' 1.,.,1 :i. s e ':", P e c
f i e· d
i n
t h e ~=.,:2 B \a! 1 a 1,.,J ·:; ,
s h a 1 t.
p ossess
a ll th e usual r i s h ts an d p 1•ivil eses acco r de d f ac ult y members~
Sc h no l

(_

.

U

' r
'
8Ci:'.O(·')ln
l. C
Teacher s s ervinS full-time Uni](:!
a P PO :i. n tm e nt ·=:•
in the S chool a t the rank nf in~;tructnr or a bovf:, ~
and
admini s trative Personnel nf 1:i.kP rank,

B.

Adm i ni st1·a tive and exe c utive o fficers with f a cults r a nk
in th e S chool.
Thes e officers shall not a cauire
facult ~ tenure bs virtue of their administrative
offiC E' S,

c.

Athletic coaches with facult s

D.

Teach ers s e rvins in full - time off-campus positions on an
a nnual contr a ct wh o arP t ea chin~ re s ul a rls s cheduled
c 1 ;:; ::=. ,,,. 0:, ,,; -:::: ;;;. ::l :"· e r t. c.. f t h C' :::;: c h n n 1 ·==; c:- 1. .1 r r· :i. c u 1 u m -r· o r 1,.-.,1 h :i c h
cred i t js Si v e n t owa r d a des r ee s h sll be c on s ide red
vo t in g me mb e r s □ f th e S c h ool Facu lt s.

rank in the Schaal

1

...
I..

A li brar i a n with f sc ults ra nk s h s ll be de s ignated bs the
L :i. L, r i::= r ,,,i F a c 1..1 l t . c.1 t. o e t t. <.::· n d t h e i::c h c o J . . ';.; f i:,= c u 1 t \,; m(·:: e t :i. r ; :'.:'; ·::,.
f n r t i"l I,:;' }"-' I, 1 r :·:. u ·:::•(:·) c, ·r 1 :i. ,;:: :i. ,; u n !I r::, u t '::, h .;:, 1 1 n n t h .;;; v f ! t h ,:::,
r· :i.::.:.i ht -1:.n vc t e ..

f')F:TICLE III
FACULTY RESPONSIBILITIES, RIGHTS AND DUTIES
Section 1. Academic Authorits a nd ResPons ibil its

Under the authorits vested in the Facults bs the Board of Tru s te es,
re sponsib le for
Providins
Pros ram
of
the
Facults
shall
be
the st udent s
of Ro ll ins
Coll e~e,
i n str u ction of hiSh a u alits for
in its four Schoo l s and in the Patrick Air
:i. n cl udin ~i
tho s.e
~ach Facult~ sha ll be responsible for
the
ProPer
Force Base Branch,
functionins of sound academic ~rocedures within its School.
0

(-1.,

B"

Facult:i ~; h 3 l l
admi ssi on of students to the
r- r o :::t r 2 •ri ·,,,. o f :i n s. t r u c t i o n •

the

E ach

:'3choo 1

l :i. f :i. cat :i. on·,:; f (J T'
it ~,
cinci
to all

G l..l i:1

res.puns.iblE·
Facu lt·:: : sh .i ll
a22rav1ns a curriculum of studies for i ts instruction a l

F";;,c ul t ·,,,:
sha J. l
establish sound ac ademic
m;:-:~ nt -,::- f o r ti"i h! PUr'.;:.u :i.t of these studies.

Cach

~ach Fa c ults shal l prescribe the
r e n u :i. s :i. t e
for
0ra duation
in its Pr □ Sram s and sha ll nomin a te and
re co mm e n d to the Board of Trustees ca n d idates for
a ll
de~r ePs
a nd far all othe r diplomas t o be i ssue d on the
sa ti sfac tors comple ti o n of co u rses of s tuds,
Section 2. Co -c \1 rr i c ul ar Authorits a nd Responsibilits
The Far ults shal l Promote the
sha ll h ave the
:i. n "' t r u c t :i. o n

resP □ nsibilits

und t·Jr
far the

1,, 1 :i. th:i. n
d:i.-::,. c:i.P J :i. ne
thr'
the d es ir e of students to
F .. a rt :i. c :i. r:-· ;::: t ,:,:.,
·1 ' i-.'1 ·.,:. F· on ·: '•:i. i'::i I ': :'
:i. n t. he :i. r
u 1.,.., n
!,•; o \1 e:-i !' n !ii e n t :,
t. h \"'
Fac ul ts
P r ov id es s tud e nt s
th e □ PPor tun its t o e nh ance
their e du c ation out s ide of th e cl as sr o om os s over nin~
-1... /'i (:,' i'!'J -,::. P J 'v ' (,:.> ':;;, a C' C O Y" ,:J :i I"! ::.;
t U t f'l ,:.:,\ ,_:_; 0 V (·:·) 'i' I"! d n C P d O C 1..1 l'i! (,::, r, t ;;:. Cl f t h ,:,:.,
Ro ll i n s Student Ass oc iati ons,

anci

i'' 0 I

I C.) 1. I C

t

th,:.:,, •,,;

t . Ci

efficiencs
a nd
fa c ilitate
th eir
work,
Provid e d,
however, th at such documents sha ll be
subJect
to
the
rules,
reSulatians,
and reauirement s se t forth b~ the
Facults and shall not be in violation
of
the
Rollins
Facults
Bslawsr
the
Charter or
B~l a ws
of Rollin s
Cullese, or ans law of the
State
of
Florida ,
The
records o f the Rollins Student Associ a tions a nd minutes
u f a l J ffl (·" l::' t :i. n ::.:l s ~; h a 1 l be o ;:, e n f o ·;• i n ·::; P e:1 c t i o n ,
Se cti o n~ .

Th e Colle~e Calendars

it s.
cal end a rs;
pros ra ms,
the
for
Commencem en t,
the das o f conferrins de~reesy shall be durins the la s t
week of Ma s or th e first wee k of June.
A Facults mas recommend at a ns
time
to
th e Executive Committee of the Board of Trustee s a chanse in
the t im e of a commenceme nt .
S e c t :i. o n 4 .,

E 1 E' c t

j_ n

n

of

C u mm i t t e e ::=.

F,sculti 0.1 s
The Rollins Fac ult s and the four School
e lect s uch
comm itt ees as ar e deemed ne c essars tu ca rrs out their respo n s i bili tie s
and shall have t h e r i ~ht ta delesate some of th eir a uthorit~ to
C u lfl m :i. t t r:::• e ·:=• ❖
Se ction 5. Fin al Author its
The
fin al
s utho ri ts in all mat t ers cominS t,,1i th :i.n the Juri sdic tion of
f :i. ni:: I
autharits o f
the
the F a cults shall rest in the F a cults.
The
. Facults is subJect to th e fo llawins resulations:
The Pre s ident of the Collese has th e Power of veto.
F: olli n i,;
the P res ident vetoes a me asure Passed
Present his/h er r eas on s to the
F ac ult. '.:1,
F a cu l t ,1 ,.
1

r: .

C

Sho uld a ns measu re so vetoed be reconsidered and
asa in
bs th e F ac ults, e nforcement of the measure sha ll
sta nd suspended until d ec id ed bs the B □ 3rd of Tru s tee s.

t h (-:-:· Bo ard of lrustees i s reauired ta co nsider c
m,:-: , .,:,:,;:. u r(-~ Y th e Chair of the Council on Adminis tr atio n and
.r: !..I c) :7.:; f\ t
s h al l
rea u est
th e
Fac ults
to e l e c t
three
:,..; :i. t.h
representatives who s h a ll b e
charged
t t'i '.':• i::· i;': C U l t ':::! ,. '.':• \/ :i. (•:·) hi ·,::. t D t h e fl C:, i:1 r d •

kl h ,:,:.:, n

(

Th e Executive Committee of the Bo ar d of fruste es , exercisin s
its c ustomars Powers of acti n S for
th e
Board
betwee n
ie~ul a r
meetinss,
shall
be
reuuested
bs
Bs
the
Pre side nt of th e Colle s e orbs the Ch air of the Council
on
Administration
a nd
Buds et
to
mee t
as
s oon
as
;.: , r a c t :i. c a b 1 P ❖

MEETINGS OF THE FACULTY
Resul a r a nd s p ec ial meeti ns s of the Rollins Facults are
a t te nded
bs
the
F ac ults
as
defin ed
in
Article
II ,
Sectio n 1. Administrative
o ffic ers witho ut facults rank ma s attend meetin ~s but shall
not
h ave
t . h (;i
r i ::=.l h t
t o °'' 1:, t e ,.
~:; t u d e n t r e P r e -· s. E-: n t a t :i. './ E.' ·:::• m.,3 ':! a t t E.' n d mf.~ (':'! t i n :::! s t o
observe the Pr oc e0 din~s or make r ep orts if the s h a ve t he per mission of
the Presidins off i cer.
Sec tion 1. Re sul a r Meetin~s

be

2

re s ul ar meet.ins of the Rollins Facults Prior t o th ~

Section 2. SPe c i 2 l Meetins s

i:;:::,ecial 1r, (? (·~' t :i. r, .':.i 'c; o f th e Facu lt ~ mas b e ca l led b~ the
'C; 0 1 l C'! <j ;'::} '
ar
:i. r,
absence, b'::i th e Prov os t.
n, i:.'! ,::, t :i. ri <:.-; ~ h a 1 l b "'' c i:1 l 1 E• d b '::! t h e F' r t,~ '.-5 :i. d e ,.., t B ·,s ,,; o o n a '==·
r Pc e i F· t
of
a
,,,! l' :i. t t f:! n F Pt i t i or·, ~,. i s n i~ d b '::i o ,-, f:.'! -·th i rd
UP □ n r ece ipt of a writtPn reQuest
f rom
a
maJorits
mi:? mb ("! r i=,.
of
f? :i. t I , e r
t h e C o 1..1 n c :i. 1 o n () d fi'1 :i. n i :',, t r a t :i. o n
Council on Ac a d em i c Poli c ie s a nd Standards.
0,

Section ~-

A

G u □ ru m

Pr esi d ent of
the
A sr--eci a l Fa c ult '::i
Practicable
u P on
of th e Fac ult '::i or
of
the
fil1::: ctf:-:•d
c'- n d B 1..1 d g e t o r t h e
1

Qu orum

for a me e tin 0 of the
I? iJ 1 1 :i. n ,::.
nf
votin~ members of the Facu lt s for 2ns ~iven

S e cti o n 4.

Rules o f

Or der

Ruhert ' s Ru les of Ord e r ,

wh en n o t

i n co nfli c t

with these Bsl a ws, sh a ll

(

:i. t. c.;
Co un c il s.,
F ac ulty
is
served
b~
:i. t•:::.
mF•F!t :i. n s·"; !'
the
par li ame n tarian
aPPainted for a term of· three sesrs b~ the Council
Administration and Bud se t .

r.,

COUNCIL ON ADMINISTRATION AND BUDGET

The membership of the Council s hall con sis t of the Pr esi dent of the
Colle~ e, th e Provo s t, the Vice - Presid e nt for Busine ss and Fin a nce, the
V i c E• ···· F' r E) s:. i d e n t f o r D E' \,' (-:.' l o F me n t a n d
C o .1. l t-:• ~i t:-)
f? (·? 1 ,,,, t :i. D n s. ,
f our
e l e c t f) d
me mbers
from th e School of Ar t s
Sci e nc es F acu lt~, one e le cted me mber
f r om eac h of tl1 e o ther School Faculties a n d on e
e l ec ted
membe r
from

Tt-'!rm ·c'• nf Offi ce
of
The :i. r

of

t.Pr m<=;.

Counc:i. l

s hall serve three-~ear t ermsf
th 3t

off:i.ct:-'

on e-third of th e ~ lected membership chanses each ~ear .
S2ction 3.

Re spo ns ibilitie s a nd Duties

. T h c• C o u n c i. .1. c o n ~; 1. 1 J t s o n ma t t r:..1 r ~'- r i:! l ~,, t :i. n :::.i t o the gener a} a dminist r at iv e
o 1 i c i F! ·,:, of I? o J l .i r1 ,,, Co 1 .1. ,2 ::i e a nd n n matt (-,1 r ~;
T'(-::> 1 a t :l ns
th e
Coll ese
to
::0•

b u ,J::J(·:~t,

The

..,

.1

l..-Cl !l nC:J.

;;:: d ir1 j_ n :i. ~", t r a t :i. v E•
u n n f:' c tJ ;~;. s n r ~:~
(-'.-:' v a 1 u d t. :i. o n

on r~s. -:an i.-.1

th e
s tructure nf administrative
a dvise s on
the
es t ablishment
of
PD'3 :i. t :i. 01""! ":•
th e e limin a t ion of
th f.)
adv i ~;e·=.:.
on
Th e
Counc :i.l
P r n f ,:-:· ·c,- -;;:. :i o n e. J
dt' V,'2 1 or:-ment.
of

Th e Counci l ad v ises on pol icie s
th e College such as,

:i.m :-:-, ort..a n t
to
b ut not restricted t o,
and
data
Process in g

the
2 dministrative
COlriPl..lt. :i. I""!'.'.':
se r vi c es,
central
food
s er v ice,
c amp us
sa f e t~,
P u rc h as in g, a n d Personn e l ,

r

·r·t .....

:i.n
I I I \:·.'
Cour1 c :i. J
Plannin~ and recommends ;::-· r :i. D r i t . 1 i-:-i ·c,t. :i.o ni:i l r F- ·::;ea rch.

C ,.

The

D,

Cou nci l

advises o n Priorities in fundinS on-soins
operations~
:i.ncJ.1.1d:i.ns
facult!~
a d v J. !:; e ':'- o n f u n d :i. n '.'3 c a P i t 21 1 P r o J e c t s •

f'•rD ." .lra m:=;
a nd
c o mP e n s 3 t :i. o n ?
a r·1d

E.The Council sets th e asenda for and c on venes
meetin~s
of the Ro llin s Facult ~.
The Council aPPoi nt s
a Parlia ment ar i an for a three - sea r te rm o f office,
F.

The Co un ci l acts
as
a
nomin ati n s
comm ittee for
al l
elected Positions t a both Councils or ma~ delesate to a
Schaul the resPonsibilits of nominatin~ candidates
for
election t o vacant Positions.

G-:-

Th(-,: Co1 .ri·!c:i.l
of

hi:'-c.:. th e re','-Por·1,;;ibil:i.t.~,!!-' shou ld . an ':-: o u e·:::-tio n
;;; r i ·c,- e ~
t o i n t (,! r r· r e t
t h (;' ,:; e D ·,,! 1 a 1.-,_1 ,; !'
t he
of
the Cci unc ils or th e ac ti ons of th e Facults

me ;:; n :i. n ~J

action ~
s ubJ e ct to the restric t ions set dawn

S e c t i on 4.

in

Article

II I ,

Va canries

occ u r am □ n~ the elected mem b er s of th 1::-1 C □ un c i l
the retirinLl member sha ll fill the vacanc~ at
ne xt reLlular me e t :in0,

Shuuld

1

the:!

:i. t '::•

a Chair from a mon ~ its elected
Co un cil
s hall
e l ect
t :i. v P s -:T h (·:!
of
the
Council
or
his/her
Chai. r
of
the Rol lin s F a cults.
The
cha :i. r
Council sha ll e l ec t from a mo n 0 its members a Secretars wh o sha ll
a l so
-,,. e r· \! •":.·
a ,,,.
S e c r· e t ;;,, r '::! f u r a 1 l me e t :i. n : <=,. n f t h e F' o 1 l :i. n ~; F ,2- cu J t 'i ,.
MJ. n 1..1 t , ~ ~=o f i:-: J l mr:? e t i n :=.! ,,,. o f the Co u n c' :i. l <=; h a l 1 /:_-; <·,· k e P t e , ,,; ha 1 1 mi nut (-~ "'·
of
a l .I.
meeti n ~s
of th e Facults-:Th e Pr e sident of the Coll e 0e s h a ll call the
f ir s t me et i n 0 of th e Cou n cil ea c h a c ad e mi c s e a r a nrl s hall est ab l i s h
a
Ea ch

sear

r:· ~;c u 1 t "'!

r

th e

t::'

r-- r e -:::. ,:-:- ;·! t. a

0.:;

S ec t i on o.
T1·, (:•

Ch :::::i. r

r

t

1-:-:·

F-- 0 l"'

t

O

Auth ori ts
of
the
Co uncil on Admi n i s t r3 tive a nd Bud 0e t P □ lic s s h a ll
t [·;e:i
F: o J l :i. n ' ==·
F d c u 1 t ·,i
i:l n ·,,,!
:i. mF o r- t d n t.
Ue c i "'· :i. n r-i
or
·===·

(

deliberations,
a nd
the
Chair s h a ll fil e a n an nu al written reP □ rt in
the Office of the President,
Unles s otherwise sta t ed in the se bslaw s,
the Counci l s hall determine its own Procedures,

COUNCIL ON ACADEMIC POLICIES AND STANDARDS
Section 1 ,

Memb ers hiP

th(~
~:;ha 11
con~;:i.s.t
membership
of
F'rovo s t.,
elected
four
Scj_E-1 nces:!,
f r o ir,
t h 12 f;choo.l
of
Arts
electf.Jd
re~;; fl n t i:1 t :i. v e ~,one
of
th(?
f T' OIY!
f::i:1Ch
other
re P rf2·:=..Pntat i ve
::.:chooli::-~
a nd
one e l t.?ct..<')1.1
represent a tive from th e Librar~.

The
r

f:.'! P

f; c-: ct. :i. o n :? ,.

l e:> r

11, <:,.

o f · CJ f f :i. c

<.::-

Th P \7? l (i: c t ,:,: d n, em IJ ,:.,. r !::- o f
t he
Co u n c :i. 1 ::; h a J. .1.
!,'- t:-: r ,_,. ,:-:-? . t h r et? ---,,,: e ,=; r
t. e r m~, •
Th e i r
terms
of
o ffic e
sha l l
be
sta~Sered so
that aPProxi matel~
one-t hird of th e e l e cted mem b e r sh i p chanses each sea r ,
Sec ti o n

~.

Du tie s a nd Responsibilities

F' rovo~,-t.
The Council shall a av1 se
r½l at in ~ to th e seneral ed uc a tion a l Policies of the Collese,
mc=ttf-' r ~:;
Tt sha ll a dv ise un the consonance o f a ll Pro sr a rns with th e mi ssion of
·t h
:i. r, ·::,-t :i. t 1..1 t :i. o n ,.
1::1

A.

A Ta sk F or ce on Libr ars Polics,
me mb c-i r '.,;
P l u ,,;
ad m i n :i. ,, t r a t :i. on ,

0

co mposed of

some Co uncil

t h f:! T'

f i3 C u 1 t. 1:/
a nd
of ficer s
af
th e
me<=.•t i,. 1,.1 ith the Director of Libr aries to

advis e on matters of librars Polics a nd
the
allocation
of th e
Purchasin~
Sch oo l s a nd their academic P r osra ms.
Co !J1F 1..1t er

a mon ::,;

C)

th<-:·'

f·

me mbers Plu s oth e r f a cu lts and o f ficers of the
admin i strj tion , meets with
D:i. rector
of
on matters o f a c ademic computer

Fa c ults
Cc, unc :i. l

F'

J U •::;

U

t/

·1

f-.'

Resea r ch ,
r f d C 1..1 J t '::!

i':- 01!1(-:-:·

of t he?

admi ni s t rati on , meets 1,,1:i. t.h
F·CJ Ji C :i. C•'::- ,,
Bni.".l
rP '::'-Parch.
fl

❖

t h (0
F' r O 'v' CJ -:,:. t
t CJ
d P t l'.~ r m :i. n C'
bud s ets
affecti ng facult~

lhe Counci l members, with the excePt ion of the
F' r o v os t,
serve
as
a
co ll ese-w id e
evaluation
committee as
d escr ib ed in Article VIII, Sect ion 3, ParasraPh G.

E.The Coun c il s hall act as a
Judicial
bods,
unde r
Procedure s
outlined
in
the
AAUP
PoJi c y Document s
and
ReP □ rt s ,
when
serious or
recurri n s
c omPlaints are
brau8ht
asai n st a me mber of the Faculty.
Th e Council
sha Jl recommend ac tion to the President o f th e C □ lle~e.
Wh e n
th e
Council
is ca lled UP □ n to act as a Judicial
b ody any council member mas ask ta be excused from
the
Pro ceed ings
fa r
Personal
reason s.
No more th a n two
f acul t y members of the Council may be ex cu sed from
the
Judi ci a l
bods
bY
reaues t
of
the
s ubJ ect(s). of the
Judici al Proceedinss.
All exc u se d Council memb ers are
to
be
rep l aced
b~
alterna tes
elected b~ the bodies
which the~
represent,
The
Pr ov ost
Par ti c ip ates
in
Judici al sess ion s as a non -v otin ~ membe r,
Se c ti on 4.

Vacan c i es

Should
a
facul ts vacancs occur, the bads r eP r ese nt ed bs th e retiri n ~
memb e r sha ll fi ll the vacanc~ a t it s next meetins,

Th e Council sha ll
e le ct
a
Chair
from
a~o n s
its elected facults
reP resentative s,
A Secretar~ elected b~ the Co un cil from a men s its
members s hall k eep minut es of th e
meetins s.
The
Provo s t
shall
be
respons ible for ca llins th e first meetins of th e academic se a r a nd for
estab li s hins a schedule of meetinss for the full Council,
The
Chair
of
Counc :i. 1
meeti n gs of the co lle se- wide evalu a tion

r th e F' r o \1 o ·: ,. t u r· t. h e Ch::,, :i. r n f t h t:-' Cn u.n c :i. J
' ==· h cl 11
r ,:-:, F·· o rt
t. o
+.. h P
Rol l ins Fs cults any imp o rt a nt d e cistn n s or de l ib e rati o ns and th e Cha i r
sha l l sub mit a n annual writt e n r e p o rt to be k e P t on file in the Offic e
of
th e
P rovo s t ,
Unl Pss otherwise s t a t.Pd in t h e Bslsws, thP Council
s ha ll d et er min e it s ow n P roc e d u r es .
i::. :i. -!... h '·':·

r
OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION
(This Article is to be revised a nd amended bs the Facult~
fall of 1981 - 82,)

durins

f'-\RTICL.E lJJII

FACULTY EVALUATION
Section 1, Facults Evaluation Committee
A,

Duti es~

Powers, an d Responsibilities

(J)

of
the
facult ~ shall be
s u b J ect to
rev iew
h~
an
evalu a tion
co mmit tee,
whi c h s h a ll
be
responsible for assistin g in th e
P ro fessional dev elop ment of
each
member
of
the
f ac ults.
Th e committ 0 e
s hall
mee t
at
least
annualls
for
th e
evalu a tion
of
non - tenur e d ·
f a (: 1..1 1 t ~:! • ' · r O r t h e e V a l u c.: t :i. 0 r·, 0 f t (") n u r f? d f i:, C u 1 t 'c:! ,, <::•
th,:::
m~e tins of the committee mas be reauested b<::!
P rovos t,
b~
a maJorits of the committe e me r,, b P r- ·::,- ~
o ·,, U'c.:! th c=.• fa cult !3 mi:-1 mb •::: r to b P P v ,,,, l u ate d •

(2)

Th e
Fa c ults
Evaluation
Committee
shall
make
r e c ommend a tion s
to
the
Pre si dent
on
ma tter s
r c l a t in~
to
facults
reaPP □ intment1
promotion,
tenure, a nd salar~.
Recomm e ndations for imProvin~
t ea chinS effectivenes s mas be made directls to the
f a cults member evaluated •

.1

Th o me mber s h i p s h a l l

co ns i s t

of '
of th e

tPnur L•d

aP P r □ Priate

who sha ll ~e e lected to a two-sear
bs
c ,

o 1--1e

ma Jorits o f

the d e p a rt ment;
o f t. h e e :.'.·.- P r o F-°' r- :i. ,;;, t
t (J
wh o s h a :1.1 be

r·1 o !"I .... t. <::-: l"I u r- e d

Je pa rlm en t ,

me rn iJ e r

f:-:,

the

F 1-':i C UL T Y f: YL. t1 l.,! r;

F' ase

[\'::!

ma Jorits of th e dep a rtment ;

a n d,
d •

one fa c ults member outside th e

d i ,_,. i :=. i o n

~

.1ho

1.-.

!c-h a 11

app oint e d b~ th e Prov os t

sear t e rm :, Bnd

t,,, ho

s.na l J.

be

to a

se lPcted

from "'
li st of at l eas t

( 2)

,, ,:, 1

If
t e nu r0~d
1. c·
a v ai J. i:I ble t,,,ithin
no
->
d epa rtment
as
re0uired
in
(J.)c., a non -te nured
m(=:> mber
is
member shall serve;
if no non-te nu red
avai l able
within
the
d epartmen t
as r e G 1.1 :i. r e d i n
(])d.,-~ a tenured mE1 mb f?l' s hall st-c1 rv,:.:,.
An a 1 t (-:~ r n .;c: t e

m\ J in b e r
of
t h e c o mm i t t f:• e s; h a l l
b f:~
de s lsnated
tb
serve when anY departmental member
o f t h e committee i s bein~ evaluated.
He/she sha l l
be
appo int e d by
the Provo s t to a two sear term,
anri
s h a ll
be selec t ed from
th e
candidate's
i.'.'i e :-:-, .;-: r t m,,., n t ,

'. 31:-:

( J. )

thr ee nom i n ees Prepa r ed

C

0

t :i. Cr n

f a c u J t ':::!
a F P o i n t mf.~ n t ':;
sha1J
t:, e
mc-: d e b '::,: t h e .
P r e s id e nt upon rec omm e ndat io n of the Provost
a nd
t ;' 1 e
h (·:-> B d
of
t hf.:•
d 1::> P i:1 r t mf,i n t
in
t,., h i ch
t. h E'
aPP oint men t is to be ma de .
Th e
dep art ment he a d
, .. ,·1, ,, J l
n ot
re co111 111 f:: nd thE! .,.: r:-·Po:i nt1nent of a n·:;.; o n e of
wham
a
maJorits
of
the
members
of
h i s/h e r
d e part me nt disa PP r □ v es.

t\ 1 J.

0

(2)

I f a n ew aP Foi n tme nt must be made dur in ~ a vaca t io n
~e riod wnen the members of the
depar tm en t
cannot
be cnn~ulted, th e dep a rtment h ea d ma s re comm end as
u nder
I f a n a PP □ int me nt i s ma d e

s ubmit st a te men t s o f a r:-F r oYal
or
th e
2PPoint~
men t
to
the
<:;t. ;;1 tc•mc! nt ,:,.

'c"-h a JJ

ev a lu a tion of th a t

t-, e
con ·:=:. :i.,-.-.ic•r(-:-:,d
dur:i.n ~";
th e
c a ndid a t e f o r reap p ointm e nt,

l 2

B,

Facults ReaPPointment s a nd Tenure
(1)

Re a ppointments shall b e made bs th e President onls
after
the
candid a te
h as
been
appr oved b~
a
maJorits
of
the
members
of
the
e va l u at ion
committee.
All
aPP □ intment s
a nd
reaPP □ intments
made durin~ a facults member 's probationars Perio d
are t e rmin a l aP Pointments for
on e
~ear.
Durins
1
eac h ·
::!ear
of
the
Prob a tion ar~,: i•·er:i.od,
the
Pre side nt , UP □ n recommendation of
th e
eva lu atio n
committee,
s hall
decide
whet her
or not
the
canciidat<':! :i.·,;
t0
r!-:~aPPointed
and
so notj_fc.i
OE'
h :i. n1 / h e r '"

probation a rs Period for f acults members sha ll
seve n
more
t han
be not l ess than fo u r ~ears nor
sears,
unless th e ca n didate has ha d at least four
se a rs
full
teachin~
at
ot h e r
colle~e
level
i n s titution s'"
In
the
l atte r
case,
the
probat:i.on,::=T'':.< Pf2r-:i.od s h a ll b,~"? not less
than
thr efa'
sears
n or
more th an four ~e ars.
Scho.larls l eave
o f absence for one se ar o r less wi ll count as part
of
th e
Probati □ nar~
Period
as if it l-stC-' r(,! :-•· r i o r
unle ·:::-s,.
the
s~rvice
at
ano th er
institution,
in div idual and the institution a~ree in htritinc::{ to
the
t:r.rnr,
the~
an excePtion ta this p rov ision at
l e a v e is ~ranted.
rd,:-:>d

or denied until the
mi nimum P r □ bation ar s
r-- (·.- ' ,· :i. o d ,
Th , :-,
Bo a r· d
of
T r u -;:,. t f:! ,;;, ·==- ,
u F:- o n
re c om me nd a tion
bs
th e
Presid ent,
mas
~rant
e :<c c•r-:· t i o n s
to
t h <-:,
,r, i n :i. mu m
d u r a t i on
of
th e
Pr □ bati □ nars
Period,
but
onl~
in
unu sua l
circumstances.
APPointment
to
ten u re
s h a l l be
ma de bs the Bo ard
of
Tru s tee s
onls after
the
(: ?Valuation
Presi d ent
a nd
a
ma Jorits
of
committee h a ve so r ecom mended.
not

( 4)

C

b F.•

a 1_,._1 a

t e nure
The cr it e ri a u po n which
an.-:J
a re to be ma de sha ll be set for th
,? n d
F' r o c (-~d u r c; '.,;
in the Fac ults Evaluation
m,::: ..i o r :i. t ':'o f t h ,:.,

Fac ults Promotio n s an d Sal a rs Det€rmin ati on s
(J

rank.
Th e eva lu at i on co mmi tte e sha ll review facults
of both tenur e d and non·- l enur e d f a cults, a nd s h a ll

make recommendations concernins 2 r □ m □ tion s t o the
Pre s ident.
Promotions
in facults rank UP to a nd
includins asso ciate Professor shall be made b~ th e
Pre s ident
of
the Colle~e;
Promotion to the r a nk
of Professor sha ll
be
made
bs
the
Board of
Tru s tees
and
u pon
the
recommendation
of
the
F' rr::/ f; i. dr:,;nt .,
(2)

The evaluation committee mas
mak e
r <~) c o ir, 1r, E' n d a t i on s
The
con cf.i rn i n<.'i
ITt f:.'r:i.t :i. ncrr.-:a':':-e~- t .o th e F'r ec=.i d P nt .
Pr esident shall determine facult~ sa l a rie s
on a n
annual bi:,, sii;;.,

(3)

I.J PC)n
t,Jh i ch
P r o Iii o t. i. o n ·;:;
an d sa l a r ~:
The
c i' :i. t e r i c'
det e rminations are ta be made sh a ll be
sr>t
fo rt h
in
the
Facults Evaluation Polics an d Procedure s 7
as described in Article X, Secio n 2, B, ( 4) ,,

D '" F: t:-1 t :i. r

P Iii f:'

n t.

(1)

T h f:'

r

f!!

t

j_

r- E.' mfc' n t

:i. s.

a c._,; f?
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°3 E.'

a r <:,. .,

N o r ma J.

r r::• tir£-1m <::-:nt
sh ., ;JJ.
bfi p ffective a t tht:-1 dBtf'! oft.ht·'
r eS ul ar
commencement
foll owins
th e
sixts-fi.fth
birthd 2~.
A facu lt ~ me mbe r mas be ret a ined be so nd
t h:i.s. ,c:,,;;c!, on annu,,;l DF··Po intmc,nt Eit th f.,
d :i. sc ri2t :i. o n
of
the
President af ter
consultation
with th e
Provost and with th e a?P r □ val
fo
o
ma J arits of
members of th e aPPr □ Priate de2artment.
Exce2tions·
to th es e. reGuirements mas be S r a nted bs the
Bo a rd
of
Trustees
uPo n recommendation bs the Pr esident
and with Prior
aPP roval
of
the
Provost
a nd a
ma Jorits
of
the
members
of
the
aPProPriate
d e p a rtment .
(2)When a facults member i s
eliSible
f or
reti remen t ,
h e/s h e
sha ll
be notified b ~
Se p tember 1 of the Previou s ~ear wheth e r he /s h e 1s
receive
a nnu a l
appo intment .
or
t o be
r e ti. rt'c'd
H1.:. /·;;=. hc') ·:;hf=, 11 b P s o notified bs th e Pr es id ent after
cor :<,:. uJt atio n as
described
in
(1) ,
Section 3,
F' r u c f.1d 1..1 r e :,; •
A,
It is the resPonsibilits of
the
P r·ov ost
to
serve as
ch a irPer s on
or
cl"ta :i. rP E' rs.on for such
committee me e tin Ss
n ,:-:-: c e ·c; s. a r '.a! Y
Bnd
t o !::-u r~P l ·,~ t h e :i. n f o r m;:; t :i. n n t o t h f)
commi tte e as dir ected in the
Fac ult s
Ev a lu a tion
Poli cs
a nd
Procedures-,
B.
It
is
th e
re sPonsi biJits o f the de2a rtm e nt he a d to
th e o ther member s of h i s /he r dep a rtment abo u t e ach
coJJc•c t
to
tc:i
t he
c um m:i. t. t. c-:, e
data
r e l eva nt
ta
th e
e v a 1 u ·-·
a t :i. v ~-'
cr:i. t.,: 1ria
set
forth
in
th e
Fa cults
Ev a lu a tion
F' o J :i. c ·,,: 2, n d F' r o c:- t:-! r:.1 u r e !'; , i'; n . -1 ·t o a d v :i. s e the c a n d :i. d ;;, t. ~'!
of a n ~ ma Jor d ef ici e n cs in 2erfarma n ce as s oon
as
th e
deP a rt me nt h ead becomes a wa r e of it,
C,
lh e
c h a :i. r r:-- c- r ,,; o n o f a n :i. n t ,:-:-:· r d :i. ,,; c :i. P J :i. n a -r· '::! r:- r o :'.'.i r "'' m
1

0

1

f c,

l"'

co J. J ect i. c:in

t

t :i. o n o f · d a t a r E-.• l f,' v a n t t o
the
Pi?1rfor·m a n ce
m,:
mb(·~
r
of th a t
of
th e
candid a te
~~
o
s taff
Pros ram,
when
aPP r □ Pri ate.
D,
It
is
th e
Pf~ro;:J a t:i.ve
of
th e cBnd:i.datE.' beins con s id t~ r ed for
reaPPo:i.ntment ~ tenure, or Promotion, to s ubmit to
the
committee
a
s t a t e me nt
of
Pr ofe ssio n a l
accamPlishments
a nd
Pl a n s
relevant
to
hi s/ h e r
evaluation .
The
Provost
s hall
notifs each
candidate of a d ead line far the submission of s uch
a
statement.
Such a
statement
mas
a l so b e
r eaues t ed b~ the evaluation com mittee.
F.
Based
on
the
d a ta Provided b~ the d epa rtment h ead (and
t h e c h a :i. r r,-, e r ~=- o n o f a n i r, t e r d :i. ~; c i P 1 i n a r ~,i P r o ::.! r a m ) v
and
a ns
relevant data p r ese nt ed to th e committee
bY the P rov ost , a lon~ with the s t a tement s ubmitted
bs
the
candidate, the eval uation committ ee s h a ll
Prepare a report a nd recomm en d atio ns which must b e
su b mitted
to
the
P res ident
bs Februars 1 on
fir st reappointment,
bs
November
15
on seco nd
rHaPP □ intm ent,
a nd bs June 1 o f th e precedi n s sear
on third a nd s ub seG uent reapp ointment s.
At
this
t :i. n1e ,
a 1 l r i:-:, co mm <,,, n c., a t :i. on s c on c P r n :i. n :<.:! d P c :i. s i on s o f
r 0 a P Pointment,
Promotion,
a nd
the
~rantinS of
t E.' n u r f~ ,
mu '"· f b F! "; u b !'!'1 :i. t t e d t o t h •:'? P r e s i d I::! n t b ~,i t h C:'
c om mitt ee,
(T e nured f ac ult~ who are e li Sible for
Prom o t io n shall
co me und er th e June 1 deadline.)
The co mmittee shall elect one of
its
members
to
Pr·cp are
thP r f.'F,o rt ~ thcJu:==.l h -::: JI mu ·=.:. t aPPrO\JE}-:Th t: •
r PPo rt s hall be desiSned so
as
ta
further
th(:·' P1 ·o fP ss ional
devel □ Pment
of
the
candid ate ti ,,1
iJ0 nti- fsing both
s tren gths
an d weaknesses
in
F1} r fo r mi:,= n c0. ~
a nci ~;ha1 J. indj. catf'.• t he h as;F!s; for .::,: n c;I
r~c ommend a tion s ma de
bs the
committee.
F.
A
t.'.'i ·1· .,, f t
of th F::• com 1n :i. t t e r:i re F' or t .=:i nd rec om m(.-? n d a t :i. on·===·
s; i-1 .,, ; 1 .1. b e re· r <-? c=. 1;;) n t e d t o t h e ca n d j_ d a t e a t
J. e ,,; s t
t t.J o
w00 ks
prior
to
the
d eadJ.ine for s ub missions
o ,_1t 1 i. n e d i n S 1..1b st·! ct i o n L • Th e c ;;, n d i d ate c; ha J. 1 h a v e
the
ri~ht
ta
respond in Person or in writins to
t i 1e co mm i t t e E' do c um f..' n t ~; • I f t. he c a nd i d a t e t,J i sh E' s
tu
re sP □ nd
to
a ns
Points
in hi s/her co mmitt ee
f1:..-:, / ·, ::. h r:1 ir,u i; t do '.":-D i_n 1.,.Jr:i.t.:i.n<.'J
and
m;:; 1,,:
do
·=3 0
in
:" (·:.' r -::-; o n •
H :i. ·,c, / h P r
r e "'· P on :=:. ,:-:>
mu ·=::• t
be
t akP n i nt o
co nsidera - tion bs the committee b e fore submit.tin~
reports,
drafts
thereof,
a nd r ecomme nd at i ons t o
of
f :i.n a .l.
comm .i. tt.Pe
r ep ort
and
recommendations shal l b e PresPnted ta
the candi da t e.
G.
Recommendat i ons f or t enure a nd
Promotion
and
for
a n nua l
aPP □ i n tment
after
retirement ase sha l l be s ubmitted to
the
Council
on Academic Po licips a nd Standards bs Mas 1 o f the
c;;ilPndjr
tD•
i::: F' ;::, r O F•' '!' :i. i:i t E!
a C t ~:i. (;) n -:Prior
M<:?(:->t in::'.l
colle0ewide
eval u at ion
committ.Pe
which
reviews
ev a lu ation proced u res and r ecommenda ti o ns
or
to determin P whether 3
:::, r e ·::; P

,-,

i:,

0

1

Promotion
has
met
th e
evaluation
criteria
specified bs his/ her colleagues.
No
member
of
the
C.A.P.S,
mas
Participate
in
the review of
recommendations made bs evaluatio n
committees
of
which
he /she
is
~
member.
The C,A,P.S. shall
reauire each School to submit for its
aPProval
o
statement
of
evaluation
criteria and s t a nd ards,
These statemen t s
s hould
not
conflict
with
the
~eneral criteria stated in Article VIII but shou ld
sPec ifs
the
nature,
auantits
and
recenc~
of
"Research,
Writine ,
Publication a nd Performance'
(Tt<"1m '.:.i of the
Fi:icult ·.1
EvaJ.uati.on
F'o.licies;
a nd
Pro cedures)
deemed
sufficient
to
Justifs
recom mendi n ~ tenure or Promotion.
Statements
ma~
als o
include
criteria
specific
to a particular
.._-J :i. s c :i. P 1 :i. n f:!
an c.l
t h C-! r E· f o r (·? n o t -me rrl~i on t"' d
in
t he
5eneral
cri teri a.
The
C,A,P.S,
shall se nd its
r (-:~P o r t t o t h e F' r D v o ·c:• t b ~,! Ma d- :~.)-2 •
N o t i f :i. c ;:3 t :i. o ,..,
of
the
Council's
recommendations
sha ll
be made to
e~ch candidate at that time.
The
Provost
shall
sub mit the se recommendations to~ether with his/her
r' C·' co mmc-.' n d a t :i. o n ·:; t o t h (•:•! F' r e ·,;;. :i. d <:~ n t o f t he C o 1 l i:~ ~:i r1 b ':I
June
1.
H.
The
President
shall
notifs each
c~ ~d idate
of
his/her
reaPPointment
or
n on- reappointment
durins
his/her
Probationars
Pe r iod.
Notification of re appo intment s hall be in
wr i tin0
bs March 1 of ans P rob at i □ nars sear, such
to
includ e
the
terms
and
conditio n s
of
r e~ PP □ i n ~ment.
Notification of nonreaPP □ int- ment
sh a ll be in
writ.ins
bs
March
1
of
the
first
Pr J bationars
sear, _bs
December 15 of the second
Prubationars sear, and bs September 1 of third and
subs eauent
sears.
Notice
of
aPPointmentor
r, o 1·1 -·· i'! P r:-· Cl i n t me n t t o t e n u r e "'· h a l 1 b e i n
l•J r i t i n s
b '::J.
SePt e mber
1 of the final Probationars Year.
In
all cases, failure to notifs a candidate bY
d at es sha ll con sti tute automatic reappointment for
one Year unless the candidate is in his/her
final
;:--· r o l::i at :i. on a T' '::!
sear,
I.
AnY candidate ma~ aPPeal
the
f:i.naJ
recommendations
of
the
Evaluation
cammi. tte,:;,,;
to
the
Faculty
Evaluation
Review
Committe e within fifteen dass after receipt of the
fjnaJ
evaluation
report.
Thi s
committee shall
consist of one facults member from
each
division
of
the
Calle~e.
The
Senate shall nominate and
elect these members in the fall to stas~ered terms
Th e Senate shall also nomin a te and
e l ect to stas~ered terms of two sears one
facults
m~ mber
from eac h division of the ColleSe to serve
as a lt ernate m?mbers
of
t~ e
F ac ulty
Evaluation
Comm:i.tti:-:-:•e,.
ThP
replace a n~ resular member s h □ mas
resisn
before
the exPiration of th e two sear term,
No member of
t. h (-:-:·
F a c u l t ·,: :
E './ a J u ,,,. t :i. o n
h'. P \1 :i. (? 1., _,
Co mm:i. t t I::' i::,:,
mE, ~!
:i. n
action co nc e rnin~ the

commj_ tt.r1e
:i. r,
1h:i.ch
activ:i.t•i
of
h i::1 / -;; h f~
:i. s. a mr~ mb e r , n o r ma '::! h r1 / ·:::. h e h P a r a n .:;; r-· P e .:::: l
from s member
of
his/her
department.
In such
cases,
he/ s he must relino ui sh his/her Position to
the alternate
from
his/her
division
until
the
appeal
has
been concl ud ed.
Should more than one
member or
alternate member
re sig n,
the
Senate
s h a ll
hold
a
specia l
elec tion
to
fill
the
vacancies.
Th e Review Committee shall examine the
data,
reports,
a nd
r ecommendations
of
the
Evaluation
comm1ttees1
and
shall
reouire
the
candidate
to make a statement both i n writin~ and
in person of the Srounds for hi s/her appeal.
The
Review
Committee mas
also
reauest
ad ditional
s tatements
in writ.ins or
in Perso n from
the
members
of - the Evaluation Committee and from a ns
other member of the Collese communit~.
The Review
Committee
shall
then
se nd
it s
recommendations
al0 nj with tho se of the
Evaluation
Committee
to
the Pre s id e nt.
A coPs of these recommendations of
t t; e:· F: P •,1 :i. Pu Co rri m :i. t t ,:? (·~ rr, u ·::. t
b c,
!., r c-::- ·;,;. f,' n t £> d
t.. o
t.h 0~
c a r ; d i d c; t e
/::, ~i Ff.-? b r u ;;; r •a: l , o r , i n t h i;:,, c B ~,- F.· o f f i r ·5 t
aP P oi ntm ent,
bs
Febr u ars
1. 5 .
This
sub-section
~;h :::,11
t.::;k.e
Frecc- c:if.0nce
ovPr
thr?
,"it,UP
Poli.cs
Documents and
Re2orts,
1973
edition.
J.
Ans
cand idate ma~ appeal th e d ecision of the President
to
th e
Facults
Evalu at ion
RPview
Committee
(d es cribed
in Subsec t ion H), which, in turn, will
r epo r t its
deliberations
to
the
Pr esident
for
P r n P~
·re f' c-::- r r a l to the E ;.; (-: cut :i. \J ,::,, Comm i t. t e ,: _, of th c>
Ho ;;irc,
nf
Comm:i. ttee
T r 1..1~'- t P ri ::; •
The
<:.hal 1 bi:-: the sa me as those described in
'.:; u b ~; E• c t :i. c, ri I ,
:3 f.·? c t :i. o n 4 ,
Ev a l u a t i o n of
T F, n u r £-' d
f8cu l ts.
Facult~
Evaluation
Com~itt ees
are
c hn rged with
the
resP □ nsibilit~
of encaura~i n ~
:i. 111P r- o v e d
t e ;:i c h :i. n :'.':(
a n d c n n t :i. n u ,,.. i.'.l
r, r- o f 0. ·s :i. o n a l
~r-ow th for all members of the facults.
I n k eePins
~ith
this
ob li sation,
the com mittees s h a ll
r e'. ·e \1 a lu atP ("ach tenured memb\::>l' of the facult=:!
at
th e
end of his/her fourth sear of tenured service
t o t h e Collese and at
int e rvals
of four
~ears
t he reafter.
Th e
Pr:i.mars
P UrPose
of
continued
a s sess ment s hall bet □ e nc ouraje
tenured members
of the facults to reappraise their Performances in
s earch of sria ter effectivenes s and to assist them
.,,,.nd
:i. d E! n t :i. f :i. c .3 t . :i. n n
c o r r (-: - c t. :i. on
of
11'1
the
th ,:-:-•
1..-••

1

0

1

1 ·;;;

e :,.,: t r a o r i.':i :i. n ::,, r '::!

t 1::: n 1..1 re ci ·f' i:,~ c 1..1 l t :,,:
mc-:· mbe i'
:i. s
in
need of a s sistance, :i.t mas initiate

t: 1·,,;1
t h (-:-1 r:- . _., i'i 1 u ;;; t :i. o n
t. i m(0
:i. n
1
ma nn e r
P rescribed
:in
Article .) TI J
( :I. ) • J f -::; n e \J .:::, J 1.. 1a t :i. o n c ,:::, 111 m :i. t. t e e
;.-:,ro:-:-,er
and deliberate Pr □ ceed:i.n js , th ~ t a tenured
,,,. h o u J c:i
mc-: mt, pr of the
it

FACULTY BYLAWS

(

Pase 18

~,. h i'i l l
:i. s ~:. u e
c:•
f o r m,3 1
r P F· o r' t
t .o
th e F' r e ~; i d f:! n t
recommendins dis mi ssa l
a nd
specifY ins
the
~rounds
for
s uch
recommendations,
In all cases
the tenured facult ~ member shall
be
e ntitled to
a ll of the ri~hts an d safesuard s stiP ul a ted in the
P r ece din s sec tion s of th es e
BY l aws.
ARTICLE I "v
METHOD OF AMENDING BYLAWS These Bc-: l a 1_4s~ or
Provision ther eof, mas be abrosated or a mended a t
a n s mee tin s of th e Facult~ bs a two-thirds vote of
th e F·ac ult~~ PT'P 'c"-E! nt
i: = nd
vot i n o.i~
Prov:i.dins
that
notice 7 days P rior to the mee tins s hall c ontain a
coPs of the Proposed a me ndm ent or a me ndm e nt s.
The
a me n d ment ultim atels ma de ne ed not be in th e exac t
form :i.n which it wa s sent to each mem b er as above
provided,
but mu s t
deal
with
th e same s ubJect
matter.
It sha ll be the
re s Ponsibilits of the
Secretar~
of the
Facults to
commun ic a te al l
r ev i sions of th ese Bslaws to
the
Board
df
Tru s tees .
ARTICLE
X AUTHORITY
Th ese
Bslaws
Prior
ta
s u Pe r cede a ll Fa c ult ~ B~laws approved
F i:>b ru ar•,,=~
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In the long discussion that followed, members asked for more
specific data, agreed to discuss programs which might be limited or
eliminated, pointed out that the March 1 deadline for contract letters
might prove a- constraint i f~ t-+ie a-pf)--1-i-cat i..on pool on·t inues 'i:ts- el:0.wnward
trend, and noted the need for major equipment replacement (e.g., the
academic computer, which, at the moment, appear·s terminally ill).
III.
Administrative Evaluation.
Charley Edmondson spoke to Dan
DeNicola and Roland Goddu about creating a task force for each
deanship to gather and interpret information for evaluations. The
task forces would attempt to create a sense of the community about
both the positions and the principals.

Maurice O'Sullivan, Jr.
Secretary

